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Former dean battles School of Peace Studies
Edward Luck sued USD and two faculty members, citing numerous complaints
By Matt Hose
NEWS EDITOR
Edward Luck, the former dean of
the School of Peace Studies, has filed
a lawsuit against the university and
against two faculty members. Luck
alleges that the university participated in
fraud and damaged his reputation, and
that a faculty member illegally recorded
private conversations.
Luck, a former advisor to United
Nations secretary general Ban Kimoon and a key formulator of the
Responsibility to Protect Doctrine at the
UN, suddenly resigned from his position
in October 2013 after less than a year
and a half as dean.
The lawsuit, as first reported in
the San Diego Reader, claims that
the environment at the school was
chaotic and dysfunctional. It goes on
to specifically single out David Shirk,
the former director of the Trans-Border
Institute, and Ami Carpenter, a tenure
track faculty member in the School
of Peace Studies, as damaging his
reputation. He also alleges that Shirk
illegally recorded private conversations
and that Shirk had nude photos of
himself stored on a computer account
easily accessible by students.
The Vista has obtained the court
documents detailing Luck's original
complaint,
along
with
Shirk's,
Carpenter's and USD's legal responses.
The parties most intimately involved
with the case - including Luck, Carpenter
and Shirk, along with interim Dean
Lee Ann Otto - declined to comment
because the litigation is pending.
In researching the lawsuit, The
Vista interviewed several members
of the campus community. Most were
unwilling to go on record because of
fear for job security and because the
suit is pending. However, many sources
cited similar stories and observations

Michael Perkins/The Vista

The Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies, located inside the Institute for Peace &
Justice, is the subject of a lawsuit by Edward Luck, its former dean.

to the ones included in this article. One
source close to the School of Peace
Studies during the recruitment process
and while Luck was dean was willing
to go on the record anonymously in
describing Luck's reign at the school.

The recruitment process
Luck's first
complaint involves
the recruitment process beginning
in October 2011 to find a new dean
after inaugural Dean William Headley
announced his retirement.
The
university
convened
a
committee chaired by former Provost
Julie Sullivan and Paula Cordeiro, the
Dean of the School of Leadership and
Education Sciences, to search for a
replacement dean.
According to an anonymous source
close to the School of Peace Studies, the
search committee was convinced that
Luck was the man for the job.
"[The School was] extremely
excited to have him come on board,"
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the source said. "[It] needed somebody
with a lot of experience in international
relations, somebody with some gravitas.
His resume was amazing, [they] couldn't
believe he was even considering it...
Everybody who participated in the
interview process was almost entirely
unanimous that he was [the] guy."
Luck took over as dean on Aug.
1, 2012. However, he states in the
lawsuit that he immediately began to
see contradictions with the way that the
recruitment process was framed to him.
At the beginning of the process,
USD made a profile for the candidates
detailing what was to be expected of
the future dean. Luck claims in the
lawsuit that this profile concealed the
fact that he would have to operate under
a policy of "shared governance," which
is a standard in most higher education
institutions that gives faculty input in
the decision-making processes of their
schools. He also claims that this profile
intentionally hid the fact that there were
certain extensive problems in the School

of Peace Studies prior to his arrival.
The lawsuit claims that the School
of Peace Studies was mismanaged and
dysfunctional since it began operating in
2007, and that Luck was specifically told
that the school would need a strong leader
who would be able to make unpopular
decisions and operate autonomously to
make necessary changes.
Specifically, the lawsuit states
that Julie Sullivan, the executive vice
president and provost at the time, told
Luck that "he would be expected to
lead the School in the manner that
he felt was most appropriate, that the
university would support his efforts
to reform and reorient the School and
that he would not have to seek approval
for governance decisions." Sullivan
declined to comment for this article.
Instead, Luck claims that he was
then forced to serve under a policy
of collective governance in which
individuals subordinate to him had veto
power over his decisions.
He added that the university
expected him to seek approval from
faculty before making management
decisions including hiring, firing and
disciplining faculty in the department.
However, in USD's response
to Luck's lawsuit, it said that the concept
of shared governance was included
in the description given to Luck about
his position. The school added that
this policy does not entail that faculty
would have individual veto power over
his decisions. Instead, it asserts in the
legal response that the dean should be
someone who would "collaborate with
the faculty to maintain an environment
that fosters academic excellence."
Luck and the university differ
in their statements on whether this
policy entails abiding by the collective
governance philosophy.
Pamela Gray Payton, the assistant
vice president of public affairs at USD,
said that there seemed to be a huge

Tenure as dean
From day one, sources close to
the school said it was clear that Luck's
leadership style left no room for
transparency or communication. Sources
stated that Luck would make major
decisions within the school and only let
faculty know after the fact. Additionally,
sources say that he negotiated for his
wife to have an unpaid fellowship at the
School of Peace Studies.
"He pretty much insisted on having
his wife participate in almost every
meeting he went to," an anonymous
source close to the school said. "That
was weird unto itself that his wife
was kind of ubiquitous. But then he
really didn't like anybody who had any
opinions that challenged anything that
he was doing. And faculty are inherently
challenging. That's sort of what they're
supposed to be. They challenge the
status quo, they're deep thinkers, they
can argue very well for what they think
is right."
In its response to the lawsuit, USD
stated that Luck's leadership style caused
many new problems in the school.
"His tenure as dean in the Kroc
School did not go well," USD's
response states. "Conflict abounded and
morale found new depths, resulting in

See LUCK, Page 2
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difference between what he believed his
role would be and what the university
expected.
"Generally speaking, any other
Dean is going to say that absolutely this
is an institution where there is a shared
governance model, and that you have to
work with your faculty," Gray Payton
said. "Though you may come in with a
vision and with great ideas, you are part
of a community and what we want to do
is move the entire community forward.
And to do that you have to cooperate."
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Former dean's lawsuit alleges myriad of problems
Others claim that Dean Edward Luck exacerbated issues at the school
LUCK, continued from Front Page
complaints from several faculty and staff
members about his management style."
Nevertheless, in his complaint Luck
claims that his method of leadership was
necessary for a school that had suffered
years of dysfunction and needed strong
and unpopular decisions to move in the
right direction.
"Dr. Luck discovered that within
the Kroc School there was pervasive
disrespect for authority and disdain
for oversight, coupled with a culture
of entitlement and impunity instead
of accountability and responsibility,"
Luck's complaint reads.
The anonymous source close to the
school attributed Luck's perception of
dysfunction to the fact that the university
is relatively new and unique, and
therefore does not have an established
example for how to successfully build.
According to the source, this led to some
tensions before Luck arribed.
"It's really kind of a visionary
school, so people were creating it from
the ground up," the source stated."There
were tensions around what it should
look like, but it was a healthy tension."
In his written response to Luck's
lawsuit, David Shirk,the former director
of the Trans-Border Institute, said that
Luck knew before taking the position
that he would have to listen to faculty
input before making changes in the
school. Shirk alleges that, even with this
knowledge, Luck took a very different
approach when he became dean.
"Shortly after assuming the title
of Dean of the Kroc School, [Luck]
articulated his desire to change the name
of the Kroc School, tried to relocate
offices in the school without the input
of those affected and would not consider
the constructive input of those who
worked, taught, or conducted research,
or ran Institutes at the Kroc School,"
Shirk's response states.
He goes on to assert that Luck was
often unavailable to requests by his
subordinate to review matters pertaining
to the school.
However, Pamela Gray Payton,
the assistant vice president for public
affairs, said that, though some may have
had bad experienqes with Dean Luck, he
did form some good relationships in his
tenure.
"Depending on who you speak
to, you're going to get a very different
response," Gray Payton said. "I believe
clearly there were people who worked
very well, very closely with him, with
whom he had developed a good rapport.
As in any institution or any organization
there are going to be employees who
don't have that same experience."

Criminal allegations against David
Shirk
In his complaint. Luck specifically

Sources close to the School of
Peace Studies say that at a meeting after
Shirk issued that statement, there was
animosity and tension between Shirk
and Luck.
Sources say that when faculty
members challenged Luck's authority,
he would immediately turn on them.
According to sources, Luck tried to
drum up ammunition against Shirk
by accusing him of misappropriation
of funds and of permitting students to
access confidential salary information.
After Luck accused him of these
actions, an internal investigation and
audit by the university cleared Shirk of
any wrongdoing or misappropriation
of funds, according to Shirk's legal
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Luck's resistance to the grant was
extremely uncommon.
"I've never in my life heard of a
dean telling a faculty member who's
gotten a big grant that they should not
administer that grant and give it over
to another university," the source said.
"I've never heard of that."
The source said that the moment
when Luck started to turn against
Carpenter was when she started to push
back for her grant.
The anonymous source stated that
Carpenter felt cheated, because Luck
had given considerable pushback against
her grant while he let a similar grant
obtained by her male colleague Topher
McDougal proceed with no interference.

The School of Peace Studies believes in dealing with difficult
issues and conflict through dialogue and through peaceful
means? and I very much regret that we were not able to deal
with an internal problem using the tools of our trade."
-Necla Tschirgi
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Allegations and
accusations:
-Luck states that David Shirk
illegally recorded private
conversations.
-Luck accuses Shirk of
storing nude photographs on
a university-owned computer
account.
-Luck acuses Ami Carpenter
of defamation of his name
due to an unwarranted
gender
discrimination
complaint. Carpenter filed
the complaint against Luck
after he confronted her about
problems he had with a grant
that she had received.
-Luck accuses the university
of fraud by concealment that
he would have to govern
under a policy of 'Nhared
governance."
-David Shirk accuses Luck
gaily accessing his
of illegally
personal, password-protected
pictures on a DropBox file.

David Shirk

Ami Carpenter

response to the lawsuit.
Luck fired Shirk from his position
at the Trans Border Institute on March
6, 2013, leaving Shirk in his position as
a tenured faculty member in the political
science department. Shortly after this
decision, Luck's lawsuit says that Shirk
circulated memos personally attacking
Luck.
"The core purpose of these
communications
was
to degrade
and criticize Dr. Luck for alleged
management overreach and to stir
opposition to his leadership as Dean,"
the lawsuit states.
Additionally, Luck stated that the
internal investigation carried out by the
university encouraged Shirk to circulate
these memos. Luck's lawsuit called the
investigation "superficial," stating that
"the passive approach by the university
allowed Shirk to employ university
facilities and communication channels
to continue and even escalate his crosscampus smear campaign against Dr.

"Dr. Luck discovered that within the
Kroc School there was pervasive dis
respect for authority and disdain for
oversight, coupled with a culture of
entitlement and impunity..."
singles out two faculty members as
contributors to the culture of dysfunction
at the School of Peace Studies.
First, he points to David Shirk, a
tenured political science professor who
for a decade directed the Trans-Border
Institute, which is a department within
the School of Peace Studies.
Luck said that from the beginning
of his term, he knew that the School of
Peace Studies had significant financial
and administrative problems, and he
took it upon himself to spend large
amounts of time and effort to correct
these issues.
Luck stated that Shirk caused
numerous
problems,
including
misappropriating funds in the TBI and
offering gifts of university money to
certain individuals.
The anonymous source close to the
School of Peace Studies said that from
the beginning there was tension between
Luck and Shirk.
"David [Shirk] and Dean Luck
just seemed to clash," the source said.
"And because of that I think Dean Luck
was pretty much determined to get rid
of David, and they came up with some
reason that they needed to investigate
him."
Shirk and Luck differed on which
direction to take the School of Peace
Studies, evident through a memo dated
Nov. 18, 2012 that Shirk sent to Luck
and faculty at the School of Peace
Studies, along with staff at the Trans
Border Institute. In the memo, Shirk
states that the school should focus more
on developing ties with Mexico and
Latin America over Asia and the Pacific,
as Luck suggested.

personal images that were documenting
his progress in weight loss.
Additionally, other photos on the
DropBox file
showed nude people
and sculptures for Shirk to use in his
lectures. A student who took one of
Shirk's classes confirmed that Shirk
used photos of nude males and females
in a PowerPoint to facilitate a discussion
about obscenity. The Vista viewed the
PowerPoints, and they showed the nude
statue of David by Michelangelo along
with nude female protesters in Russia.
The anonymous source close to the
School of Peace Studies agreed with
this, calling Luck's allegations that Shirk
stored explicit photos on his computer
"infuriating." The source said that, to

Luck."
Luck's lawsuit also claims that,
shortly after his removal from the Trans
Border Institute, Shirk secretly recorded
conversations with Luck in violation
of California law. Luck claims that he
and the other individuals present at the
meetings did not give their consent to
the recordings. California's state law is
a "two-party consent" law, meaning that
both parties present for a conversation
have to give their consent for it to be
recorded, according to the Digital Media
Law Project.
Shirk does not deny recording
these conversations, but instead claims
that Luck did not have an "objectively
reasonable expectation" that their
meetings were intended to be private
and would not be recorded. Shirk
states in his legal response that at
their meetings Luck would often have
representatives present and would
allow his own witnesses to take notes,
indicating that the meetings were not
confidential. Under California's law, the
accusing party must have a reasonable
expectation that no one is listening or
can overhear a conversation for it to be
considered confidential, according to
Digital Media Law Project.
Last, Luck claims that Shirk was
storing nude photos of himself and of
women on a university computer account
which could be accessed by students
within the Trans Border Institute.
However, Shirk states that the files
were stored on a password-protected
DropBox file, and that Luck would have
had to illegally obtain Shirk's password
to gain access to these files. He goes on to
say that the nude photos in question are
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Edward Luck

access those photos, someone would
have had to hack into Shirk's computer
account to obtain his password.
The source went on to state that
the aforementioned nude photos stored
in the private DropBox account showed
Shirk in the bath with his baby son and
Shirk following his doctor's directions
to take photos of himself nude so that he
could document weight loss.
"I felt like it was immoral what
happened to [Shirk]the source said.
"Somebody within the school hacked
into his account and was intentionally
looking for things to use to get rid of
him."

Ami Carpenter
discrimination

and

gender

The second faculty member that
Luck singles out is Ami Carpenter,
a tenure-track faculty member in the
School of Peace Studies. The lawsuit
states that she was unsuccessful in
obtaining tenure in the spring of 2012,
the semester before Luck became
dean. Luck's lawsuit then states that
Julie Sullivan, the provost at the time,
said to him "that she had deep doubts
about whether Carpenter should receive
tenure." His lawsuit claims Carpenter
was running out of time to achieve
tenure, and that she "engaged in a
desperate and relentless campaign to
gain tenure."
In 2013, Carpenter received a
grant worth nearly $400,000 from the
Department of Justice to be Principal
Investigator on a project that would
measure gang involvement in sex
trafficking in the San Diego area. The
project would include visits to prisons
and interviews with victims of sex
trafficking.
Luck's lawsuit stated that he
confronted her in fall of 2013 with
doubts that she would be able to lead
the project, citing concerns that her
budget was poorly conceived and that
the project was badly planned. In his
general complaint, Luck also calls
Carpenter a professor "of marginal
academic abilities."
Nevertheless, the source close to
the School of Peace Studies said, that,
before the grant was on the table, Luck

Carpenter contacted Human Resources
in an attempt to resolve the matter, but
Luck refused to back down. Believing
that Luck was discriminating against her
since he allowed McDougal's grant to
go through, she decided to file a gender
discrimination complaint, according to
the anonymous source.
"She was very frustrated because it
was a huge grant, it was great news for
the school," the source said, adding that
Carpenter had been working for several
years on research related to the grant.
Luck's lawsuit calls the complaint
a "malicious and false report...Without
any factual basis or evidence."
The university accepted Carpenter's
complaint of sexual discrimination,
and it hired an outside attorney named
Jennifer Branch to investigate the
allegations. In a report released on Oct.
9, 2013, Branch determined that there
was insufficient evidence that Luck had
discriminated against Carpenter based
on her sex. However, Branch also issued
a letter saying that there, were indeed
deep-seated issues in the school.
"[Branch]
found
that
Dr.
Carpenter's concerns regarding the
workplace environment were shared
by many," USD said in its response to
the lawsuit. "Among her conclusions,
she found that there existed a 'very
dysfunctional working environment'...
under [Luck's] leadership."
Luck claims that Branch did not
have the expertise necessary to make
that judgment call, and that she never
informed him that she would be judging
his leadership abilities in general along
with the sexual discrimination issue.
Carpenter and USD both responded
in the contrary by saying that Branch
appeared qualified to investigate Luck's
leadership style.
Over the course of that fall semester
in 2013, sources close to the School of
Peace Studies noted, faculty and staff
outcries at the School of Peace Studies
became numerous.
Additionally, a source in the San
Diego community who wished to remain
anonymous and was also close to the
School of Peace Studies had previously
been a donor to the School of Peace
Studies. After seeing the alienation
within the school caused by Dean Luck,

U

[Luck is] a good writer; he s a great
public speaker. He could be a great
academic, but he is not a leader."

had in fact given Carpenter a glowing
review of her performance.
"He first
kind of supported
her because she wasn't giving him
any trouble," the source said. "But
then he didn't want to deal with the
administration of this grant, because
he thought it was going to be an
administrative headache. He wanted to
take the role of [Private Investigator]
away from Ami because he didn't want
to have to deal with that. And she was
saying no.
The source went on to say that

the source decided to stop donating to
the school.
In Jan. 2013, Milburn Line, the
executive director of the Joan B. Kroc
Institute of Peace and Justice, announced
his resignation from the IPJ, less than a
year after Luck became dean.
"I did not see much potential for
my being able to lead the IPJ forward
given the increasingly stark leadership
and administrative atmosphere at the
Kroc School, which in my personal
opinion was arguably falling short of
modern management standards, much

-Sources accuse Luck of
weilding his power with a
heavy-handed leadership style
that left no room for input or
consensus.

less reflecting the peacebuilding values
and practice we were ostensibly trying
to model," Line stated in an email. He
added that he was offered a position
to manage a project in China, further
influencing his decision to leave the IPJ.
In the wake of these events, the
anonymous source said that the new
provost, Andrew Allen, gave Luck
10 weeks to turn the school around
and change his leadership style. Allen
declined to comment on this matter.
Luck's response, the anonymous
source close to the School of Peace
Studies stated, was to suddenly resign
and leave San Diego.
"With [Allen's] ultimatum, Ed
[Luck] just decided he's not going to
turn it around, he doesn't want to turn it
around, and he just resigned," the source
said.
Luck resigned from his position as
Dean of the School of Peace Studies on
Oct. 28, 2013, a little over a year after
originally assuming the position. He
then filed the lawsuit in mid-December
of that year.
Aside from the allegations against
Shirk and Carpenter, Luck is suing
for damage to his reputation, fraud
by intentional concealment of his
responsibilities and loss of wages.
Pamela Gray Payton, the vice
president for public affairs, said that the
university tried multiple times to work
out the issues with Dean Luck without
going to court. However, now that
the case is up to a judge to decide, she
believes that the university will come
out victorious.
"It's really unfortunate that we
are now in this situation," Gray Payton
said. "But I believe, and the university
strongly believes that through due
process the university will be vindicated
and the truth will be learned."
Necla Tschirgi, a professor of
practice in the School of Peace Studies,
lamented the. irony that a school
dedicated to peacebuilding could
not resolve its own conflicts without
litigation.
"The School of Peace Studies
believes in dealing with difficult issues
and conflict through dialogue and
through peaceful means, and I very
much regret that we were not able to
deal with an internal problem using the
tools of our trade," Tschirgi said.
In the end, the source close to the
School of Peace Studies cited "[Luck's]
absolute disastrous ability to manage
and communicate" as the reason for
the animosity toward him and for his
resignation. Though not willing to go
on the record for fear of reprisal, other
university officials close to the School
of Peace Studies shared the sentiments
of the anonymous source.
"I think he's a deeply troubled
man," the anonymous source said. "I
think he's got a lot of communication
challenges, and I think he's got a lot of
emotional challenges. I think he's not
really even aware of that. I mean, he's a
good writer, he's a great public speaker.
He could be a great academic, but he is
not a leader."
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PUBLIC SAFE
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
alcohol/drugs
May 2
Location: Missions Crossroads
At 10:38 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated individual. Upon
investigation the individual was contacted,
identified as a resident student, and evaluated.
It was determined that the individual could not
care for herself and was voluntarily transport
ed to Detox.

April 27
Location: San Miguel Arcangel HALL
At 12:47 A.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of drug paraphernalia in a resident hall
room. Upon investigation one resident student
was cited for possession of drug
paraphernalia.

May 2
Location: Palomar Hall Short
At 9:37 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated individual. Upon
investigation the individual was contacted,
identified as a resident student, evaluated by
paramedics and transported to the hospital.
•• •

April 27
Location: Alcala Vistas Parking Lot
At 12:50 A.M. Public Safety and Residential
Life staffs were responding to a call in the
resident halls and observed another individual
who had been contacted previously that night.
The individual was observed with a backpack
and glass was heard knocking around. Upon
contacting the individual, he was found to be
in possession of drug paraphernalia.

the theft of a laptop from a drawer in Frank's Lounge.
Upon investigation a suspect was located, contacted,
and admitted to taking the laptop. The laptop was
immediately returned to Public Safety.The individu
al, identified as a Kearny High School student, was
advised not to return to campus and his parents
were contacted.

•• •

•• •

May 2
Location: Hahn University Ce Nter
At 6:20 P.M. Public Safety responded to a report of

•• •

April 27
Location: San Miguel Arcangel Hall
At 1:58 A.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated resident student.
Upon investigation the individual was
contacted and evaluated. It was determined
that the individual was unable to care for
himself and was voluntarily transported to
Detox. Upon arrival to Detox the individual
became disruptive and was rejected. SDPD
was contacted and the individual was arrested
for Drunk in Public.

May 2
Location: Olin Hall West Lot
At 11:33 A.M. Public Safety responded to a report of
the theft of a parking permit from a vehicle between
8:20 A.M. and 6:45 P.M. on May 1 st. Upon investiga
tion it was found that the vehicle was a convertible
and the top had been left down, leaving the vehicle
unsecured.
•• •
April 29
Location: Warren Hall School Of Law
At 11:24 P.M. Public Safety responded to a report of
the theft of an IPhone 5 from the women's restroom.

•• •

The phone was reported to have been left unattend
ed on the restroom counter for a few hours. The
owner attempted to track her phone but it had been
turned off.
•• •
April 30
Location: Hahn University Center
At 11:04 P.M. Public Safety responded to a report of
the theft of two paintings. The paintings were left
unattended in the Forum A at 9 P.M. on April 29th and
were first noticed missing at 10:45 P.M. on April 29th.

CONTACT
emergency : (619) 260-2222 or ext. 2222
non
emergency : (619) 260-7777 or ext. 7777
Mike Van Mierlo/The Vista

The news team would like to thank the
multitude of professors, students and
staff that have kept our jobs interesting
through it all.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN?
Build Equity while you are in School

New Listing!
Just Steps to the USD Campus
- 2 Bedrooms

-1200 SqFt

- 2.5 Bathrooms - Quite Complex
-2 Car Garage

- Move-in Ready

Casa del Pueblo Complex
5430 Linda Vista Rd #30 92110

To learn more1 about this property or to
find that perfect location near the beach
or next to the school please call Aaron.

Aaron Ralstin
"For All Your Real Estate Needs"

619.405.1011
AjRalstin@yahoo.com
RalstinRealEstate.com
DRE #01400922

THE VISTA
Editorial -619.260.4584
Business - 619.206.4714
www.theusdvista.com

Two priests celebrate 50 years
of priesthood at USD
By Jackson Somes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
For the past 50 years of their lives,
Father Owen Mullen and Father William
Headley have dedicated themselves to the
teachings of the Catholic Church. Through
50 years of priesthood, the roads each man
travelled eventually led them to USD in
order to help build the university's prestige
and community.
This year, both of these men will
celebrate 50 years since they were ordained
as priests.
Mullen first came to USD in 1981 as an
associate chaplain but left in 1989 for West
Point where he served as as an active duty
Army Lieutenant Colonel Catholic Cadet
Chaplain. In 2004 he returned to USD and
has spent the past 10 years with University
ministry, serving as a university chaplain.
Mullen has focused on University
Ministry outreach. During this time he
worked with the athletic department, serving
as chaplain to the basketball, baseball and
football teams. He spends time with the
teams travelling, practicing and conducting
a bi-weekly Bible study group for athletes.
Sophomore Kevin Karn has spent five
semesters as team manager for the football
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team and considers Mullen's involvement
to be invaluable.
"He travels with both the teams, he's
there for the pregame prayer and he's on the
sideline for all the games," Karn said. "He's
always offering advice or help. He's always
reaching out to you."
Mullen serves as more than just the
team chaplain, he is an integral part of
the crowd. "He is definitely a fan before
anything else. Team success is a priority for
him and I think everyone knows that," Karn
said.
Beyond athletics, Mullen has had
an instrumental influence on University
Greek Life. Mullen has worked with the
Interfraternity Council and as a faculty
advisor for the Phi Kappa Theta fraternity.
According to senior and Phi Kappa
Theta member Cam Wicker, Mullen was
vital to the rebuilding of the USD chapter
and was a well-respected advisor.
"Father Mullen is the quintessential
brother of Phi Kappa Theta," Wicker said.
"Father Mullen has truly given so much
to our fraternity and asked for nothing in
return."
Back in 2007, Father Headley came
to USD as the founding dean of the Joan
B. Kroc School of Peace Studies. Headley
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Gina Lew - Student Media Advisor
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has devoted years to researching peace
movements and conflict resolution. "His
vision and his wisdom were really essential
to the way that school has emergedMichael
Lovette-Colyer, assistant vice president and
director of University Ministry, said.
Headley's experience has brought him
to over 80 countries and has allowed him
to study grassroot peace movements in
Northern Ireland, Israel/Palestine, South
Africa and Haiti.
According
to
Lovette-Colyer,
Headley's long experience with conflict
resolution has helped guide the focus of the
Kroc School of Peace and Justice. "He's
taken that insight from on the ground in
different areas, whether it's been conflict
or violence, and tried to bring it back to
the school," Lovette-Colyer said. "I think
largely because of Father Headley the
school's focus isn't just on an academic and
theoretical approach to peace and justice,
but it' very much grounded in experience
and reality."
Currently, Headley is no longer dean of
the Kroc School of Peace and Justice, but
still serves as a professor.
Both of the priests celebrate their
Golden Jubilees as beloved members of the
USD community, each in his own right.
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OPINION
The myth of
the unexotic
experience

By Sara Butler
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
With summer break approaching,
the question, "Are you going home
for break?" comes up in almost every
conversation. In return, I have to reply
with the same tired response, "Oh,
well, I live here."
Staying in San Diego for college
was not my original plan. Once 1
walked the stage of my high school
graduation, I wanted to move to a
new city and explore a different place.
However, as the daunting May 1
deadline approached, the plan changed.
After years of talking up a big game, I
ended up staying where I swore I would
always leave. While I am currently
very happy at USD, the decision to stay
close to home was not always easy.
As a San Diego native at USD,
I have been plagued with what I call
the "unexotic experience." When my
peers hear about my hometown, they
often lose interest. Not only am I not
from a unique country or state, I am not
even from a different California city.
Many of my childhood and high school
stories at the beach or downtown can be
re-lived by every other student at this
university, making my contribution to
conversations seem somewhat ordinary
or predictable.
With my fourth semester coming
to a close, I have been going through a
bit of a "mid-college-life" crisis. I have
done a lot of crying, celebrating and
reflecting about my past two years at
USD. The major question that has been
on my mind is simple: should I have
left San Diego for college?
While I have spent a good amount
of time at USD convinced that I should
have moved, I have come to adopt
the mentality that life is what you
make of it. Whether you choose your
circumstances, you have a choice about
what you make of it. I have decided to
see my circumstances in a new light.
I have come to believe the idea of
"unexotic experience" of San Diego
natives is a myth.
To start, even though all of us
are residents, there are many things
about San Diego that only the locals
know. The main thing many people
are unaware of is how big San
Diego is. While the city lines of San
Diego are confined to typical tourist
neighborhoods, San Diego county is
a huge community created of many
different subcultures and communities.
I am from Spring Valley, a smaller,
unincorporated town of San Diego
county. Even though my weekends and
summers often consisted of visiting
common USD student landmarks,
my day-to-day week was not the
stereotypical San Diego experience.
Contrary to public perception, I grew
up in a suburb, not the beach. 1 never
learned to surf; I did not live in flipflops; I am as a pale as my Northeastern
friends. 1 waited all year for winter,
where 1 would curl up and happily
listen to the five minutes of rain we got
each year.
Just like life is different for people
from other cities, states and countries,
life was different for me within county
lines. Even though people may write
off my background as unoriginal, I
have just as many unique stories that
demonstrate the diversity of the San
Diego region.
I have adopted this mentality
and applied it to my interactions and
relationships with non-locals to show
them just how diverse San Diego
really is. In return, I have gotten the
opportunity to see my city in a whole
new way through their perspectives and
respective backgrounds. It also helped
me start to appreciate things that I had
always taken for granted, especially the
uncomparable Mexican food.
I have come to the conclusion that
I have gotten a lot out of my decision
to stay at home, and I wouldn't trade
this "unexotic experience" for anything
else.
If you are going back to your
hometown, state or country this break,
I encourage you to see your home
through the eyes of others. Whether it
be visiting friends or summer tourists,
understanding how your home through
the lens of other people is an interesting
experience. You may discover things
you never noticed before, and you
might just get a whole new perspective.
And if you are from San
Diego, remember that the "unexotic
experience" isn't real. Share the
diversity of our hometown with your
friends, and try to see the city for the
first time through their point of view.
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Paper at a price: the environmental cost
By Allison Agre
STAFF WRITER
To print double-sided or to not
print double-sided? Well, the answer is
pretty obvious: to print double-sided.
With all of the available resources,
it is pretty easy for USD students to
take advantage of the convenience
of printing everything they want or
need. However, the consequences of
frivolous printing are larger and more
serious than intended.
Paper comes from trees. Although
this is a pretty blatant fact, it is also
easily forgotten.
"The average American uses

being cut down to accommodate for the
large demand for paper.
Data collected by the World
Resources Institute found that the
earth has already lost 80 percent of its
forests to deforestation, and according
to the shocking rate at which trees are
going down, it won't take a lot time for
that number to reach the 100 percent
mark. These high rates of deforestation
are significant contributors to global
warming.
"Deforestation is the source of 25
percent of human caused greenhouse
gas emissions," Green Press Initiative
said.
Deforestation is not just affecting
countries in South America and

"The reality is that, even though more people are
recycling, paper still represents one of the biggest
components of waste in landfills."
about the equivalent of one 100-foottall Douglas fir tree in paper and wood
products each year," the Environmental
Protection Agency found in 2008.
There are over 300 billion people
living in America. This is an extremely
significant impact on deforestation
rates. We need trees: they absorb
carbon dioxide and release vital
oxygen. They also provide homes for
wildlife. However, all our trees are

Africa: the United States is one of
the top seven countries with the most
deforestation.
According to New Leaf Paper,
over 30 percent of the trees cut down
in the U.S. end up as paper. The
high consumption of paper affects
deforestation in our own country.
Escalating rates of deforestation
aren't the only repercussions of being
able to print as much paper as we need.

The energy used to produce paper also
has quite the negative impact.
"The pulp and paper industry is

For students that have their own
printers, double-siding rewards them in
having to restock on paper less often.

" When USD students use paper, it is essential that the
paper is at least recycled because, according to the Clean
Air Council, recycling one ton of mixed paper saves the
energy equivalent of 185 gallons of gasoline
the fourth largest emitter of greenhouse
gases among U.S. manufacturing
industries," Green Press Initiative said.
And the reality is that, even
though more people are recycling,
paper still represents one of the biggest
components of waste in landfills.
"Paper makes up 26 percent of
landfills," Green Press Initiative said.
"Degradation [of paper] produces
methane a greenhouse gas with 23
times the heat trapping capacity of
carbon dioxide."
When USD students use paper,
it is essential that the paper is at least
recycled because, according to the
Clean Air Council, recycling one
ton of mixed paper saves the energy
equivalent of 185 gallons of gasoline.
More than just an environmental
incentive, there is a cost incentive to
printing less and to printing doublesided. Whether students have their own
printers or print from the library, it is
cheaper to print double-sided.

For students that print at the library,
printing on both sides of a sheet of
paper costs 8 cents while printing out
two separate sheets of paper cost 12
cents. In order to print double-sided
at the library, after clicking file-print,
under "settings"- change from "print
one sided" to "print on both sides."
There are also signs by the printers for
more direction.
It's so easy to just print out the
article we have to read for class or
to print out the entire source we are
using for our papers. This extra and
unnecessary bit of paper, especially
when
not
printed
double-sided,
amounts to more trees being cut down
and more greenhouse gases being
emitted. USD students, it's just not
worth it. Make an effort to read the next
article on a computer and to print the
next essay on both sides of the paper.
If we put in the extra effort, the earth
will reward us with more oxygen and
cleaner air to breath.

[In what circumstances, if any, is violation
of privacy acceptable?
30

"I don't think
spying or
violating privacy
is at all okay
because we are
entitled to our
personal space
and privacy."

)cW
"Unless it is
a situation in
which your
actions or words
can seriously
hurt another
person, then
what you say in
private should be
kept in private."

"I think it is
acceptable if a
person's life is at
jeopardym or if
our nation needs
vital information
that's beneficial
to us."

CcuntrOiv BrOffpv
"As long as there
is oversight to
spying programs
and there is a
legitimate threat
that might be
prevented as
a result of the
spying, I don't
mind it at all."

Brad Li/Oiis
"Those who would
give up essential
liberty to purchase
a little temporary
safety deserve
neither liberty nor
safety.'-Benjamin
Franklin. There is
no circumstance in
which a violation
of privacy would
be acceptable."

"Although I
think everything
Sterling said is
inappropriate and
reprehensible, I do
not believe private
conversations
should be listened
in on unless
there is reason
to believe the
person may cause
physical harm."

The views expi essed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San fie go or its student body.
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IPHONE APRS OF THE WEEK
Line is a communication application that
Soundcloud is a music application
allows you to call and text your friends for
that helps you discover new tunes.
free. However, it is different from other apps Up and coming artists often upload
such as WhatsUp with it's Timeline feature. their music to this app for their fans download
This app combines the community aspect of and listen to. This app lets you listen to songs
Facebook with the personal touch of private
that are not yet not available on iTunes. You
messages. This streamlined app keeps your
can also connect with friends and share your
multi-media communication simple.
favorite music finds with others.

SOUNDCLOUD

Connect & Share

Discover

,

Find followers and let them
bear the sounds you love

Free Calls & Messages!

All kinds of new and
unique music & audio

?

Notability is a productivity application
Sleep Bot is a health and wellness application
that lets you make lists and notes to keep
that monitors your sleep cycle by recording
organized. You can take notes on the go
your movements and sounds at night. Sleep
and organize them into categories to keep
Bot keeps a record and produces stats about
them straight. Send notes to friends to share
your nocturnal patterns. Their smart alarm
information and keep yourself accountable.
gives you a gentle wake up, allowing you to
Also, if you are feeling creative, there is a tool wake up easier. Also, the app provides tips
that allows you to draw your own doodles.
and tricks to sleep better each night.
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tracking ^ach night.
You can turn on movement tracking, sound!
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Letters
to the
Editor Policy

The Vista strongly
encourages letters
to the editor from
students, faculty, staff,
administration and the
community.

Correspondence should
be sent to editor@
usdvista.com with the
subject line "Letter to
the Editor." Letters for
the up-coming edition are
due Saturday by 6 p.m.

RESTAURANT OPEN
DAILY <s> 4PM!

Submissions should be
limited to 500 words and
must include verifiable
contact information.
Letter content is subject
to editing for clarity and
style.

ALL

AGES

ticketmaster
spg-

Cltl

(«2f&

The Vista does not
publish anonymous
letters, those addressed
to a third party or letters
in poor taste.
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Blueprint offers new students a glimpse of USD
By Brittany Carava
FEATURE EDITOR

By Brittany Carava
FEATURE EDITOR
Love seems to be the most
ambiguous term in the English
language. It can be used in such casual
circumstances, yet can be the scariest
word in the world to say to someone.
As I've gotten older and been in a
few relationships myself I realize why
this term is so ambiguous, scary and
confusing all at the same time.
They've been explaining it wrong
this whole time. And when I say "they"
I mean the music artists 'and other
influencers that make love out to be
such a physical thing. Many forms of
rap music, raunchy TV shows, movies
and other forms of adult entertainment
have created this false idea of what
love is. At 15 or 16 years old we may
think, "by doing all this physical stuff
or acting like I'm an expert at it, I can
get this person to fall in love with me."
This idea is wrong.
These negative depictions of
romance and relationships lead down a
slippery road of abuse and abandonment
that many times goes unnoticed.
Because people are influenced by these
negative demonstrations of love, the
line of what is considered assault and
consent are blurred, leaving a lasting
imprint on the individuals affected.
Despite these negative influences
about what love is, one can also be
assured that there are plenty of positive
influences about what love is. These
positive influences come in seeing an
adorable older couple holding hands
in the park or helping each other up
the stairs. True love is demonstrated
in beautiful handwritten love letters,
a bouquet of flowers just because, or
remembering a small anniversary and
celebrating it.
Thanks to the crazy realm of
Pinterest and Buzzfeed, love is evident
everywhere. Pinterest hosts hundreds
of thousands of vows, proposal ideas
and perfect engagement photo shoots.
These give a snapshot into what a
relationship full of true love is about.
My heart swells with pride for the
progress that our country has made
when 1 see a heartfelt proposal video
on Buzzfeed's LGBT page. Whether
it is a relationship between two men,
two women or one woman and one
man, these posts show that love is love.
And more importantly, these people
love each other so much that they are
willing to give of themselves for the
rest of their lives.
All these things that I mention
above may be demonstrations of what
love is, but underneath all the sappy
social media posts and trending videos,
the idea of love is still a mystery. The
truth is that it is slightly different for
everyone but the core of the feeling of
being in love is the same.
Real love is about being open
with the other person, stripping down
to the most basic of foundations
fo demonstrate the true colors of
your identity. Without this step, the
relationship is built off of an inaccurate
foundation which will eventually just
crumble.
Real
love
is
also
about
communication, preferably honest
communication.
If
you
can't
communicate with your partner and
look them in the eye in earnest, the
relationship is simply not meant to be.
Real love is about passion as well.
Passion can mean several different
things in the context of relationships
but it should be romance and the
sharing of each partners' passions.
Real love is about intertwining
each other's lives into this rhythmic
waltz that just seems to float with ease.
As cheesy as this sounds, a couple that
can balance all the idiosyncrasies of
each others' lives will have a healthy
and fulfilling relationship.
Finally, real love is learning to
find the balance of closeness and
space. Too much time spent together
in every second of every day is beyond
suffocating and will cause turmoil
in the relationship. On the opposite
end of the spectrum, a healthy couple
spends both the big and little moments
together, yet knows when they need
their personal space.
While I'm not saying I am a love
expert by any means, I have made
my fair share of mistakes. These are
just things that I have observed in
my own relationships and in others'
relationships. I believe that each
person's true love exists and that their
lives will be shaped for a reason in
order to meet this person. Whether
you are in a romantic relationship or
not, love is such a powerful word that
needs to be spread a little bit more
around the world. People who need to
it may not outwardly show it, however
it is something that can mean so much
just by saying it to those who you care
about.

The USD experience is unique, with
specific acronyms and lingo, school
traditions and a wide variety of student
organizations to join. As graduating
seniors, Henry Kittle and Forrest Dein
wanted to find a way to leave a mark on
their four years at USD. They created
The Blueprint, a 200 page softcover
tell-all guidebook to USD. Over a
year and a half in the making, Kittle
and Dein have created a time capsule
of the USD undergraduate experience.

different professional fraternities and
how to navigate the SLP, just to name
a few of the vast experiences a student
encounters during their time at USD.
Although the book is now printed
and being sold on campus via word
of mouth through Kittle and Dein,
there were a few challenges they faced'
during the production of the project.
Some students contacted were a bit
reluctant at first to write for something
that had never been produced before.
"The most difficult part was trying
to convince people to write something
for us. We got pretty discouraged
in the beginning as few people we
contacted would agree to write

"We wanted to make something that would help
freshmen make a smooth transition to college by
providing valuable, previously undocumented
information."
-Henry Kittle
The pair wanted to create something
that would be both humorous and
informative for any USD student.
but specifically incoming freshmen.
"We wanted to make something that
would help freshman make a smooth
transition to college by providing
valuable, previously undocumented
information,"
Kittle
said.
The book is a collection of stories,
editorials, advice and perspectives
on USD that was created by over 40
contributing student authors from
various student organizations and
social spheres. There are sections
on surviving sorority recruitment,

something and of those who did, very
few would follow through," Kittle said.
Also, both Kittle and Dein were
abroad in Australia when they got
the idea for The Blueprint, posing a
few challenges with their group of
student authors back in San Diego.
"We underestimated the importance
of the human element. If you want
someone to do something for you,
it is much easier if you can reach
them face to face," Kittle said. "We
had much better luck getting people
to contribute when we got back to
San Diego and could get people to
commit to a deadline in person."

Neighborhood
Spotlight: Stehly
Farms
By Lauren Alders
STAFF WRITER
Winding through Morena Boulevard,
an eclectic mix of pop-up shops,
antique stores, restaurants and offices
fill either side of the road. Ironically,
right next to the pizza eatery Little
Caesars, is an all-organic market and
juice bar. Stehly Farms Market is
an all organic market owned by two
USD alumni, Noel Stehly and Jerome
Stehly. The market houses a full
selection of organic produce, dairy and
meat products as well as select organic
brands of other products similarly
found in well-known health stores
Sprouts, Whole Foods and Mother's.
This market is directly affiliated with
the 300 acre farm tucked away in the
hills of Valley Center in North County.
Despite the fact that it is a small space,
this market has a welcoming ambiance
with friendly
and knowledgeable
employees and houses a full organic
juice bar. The juice bar offers both
fresh pressed juice and smoothies
with a wide variety of ingredient
choices that spans from fruits and
veggies to super foods like acai.
Standards for the products in the store
are extremely high and the dedication
to providing local organic food is
central to the market's mission. As a
college student, it seems insignificant
to choose an organic piece of fruit
that is anywhere from 60 cents to a
dollar more than a non-organic piece.
"I usually do not see the significance
of choosing organic food when I have

an option at the grocery store to buy
non-organic food for a cheaper price,"
said USD senior Ashley Mitchell.
"Despite this, I will sometimes make
the choice to purchase organic food
for a higher price at farmers markets
when I can see that my money is
directly supporting a local business."
Kristine
Ehrich, a
marketing
professor in the College of Business
Administration, has a similar approach
to buying organic. "I usually buy
a combination of organic and non
organic food, but am more likely
to choose to buy organic at farmers
markets when I know that I am
supporting local farmers," Ehrich said.
An employee at Stehly Farms Market
explained the significance of buying
organic foods. "Buying organic foods
supports local business and sustainable
farming
practices, allowing for
fresher and higher nutrient products,"
he said. The Stehly Farms market
advertises trips the farm in the store and
informs customers that they are more
than welcome to visit. This allows
the customer to be more involved
in the process and more educated
about the source of the organic food.
While buying organic all the time
may not be in a college student
budget, Stehly Farms Market is worth
checking out. The market offers a wide
selection of local organic produce
available in San Diego. The market is
also conveniently located right down
the street from USD. Or if for nothing
else, the 'Chocolate Dream' super
food smoothie is the most delicious
'healthy' smoothie you will ever have.

Photos Courtesy of Hunter Jameson/The Vista, NobbiP/Wikimedia Commons

Kittle and Dein were both heavily
influenced by their respective role
model in finishingthis large undertaking
of creating a 200 page book.
"My biggest role model is my older
brother, who gave us the encouragement
we needed to buckle down and finish
the project we had started," Kittle said.
Dein's inspiration came from a
source that's a huge passion for both
him and Kittle. "My biggest role model
is [professional surfer] John John
Florence. He's the coolest kid ever yet
is always super humble," Dein said.
Besides writing, Kittle and Dein's
biggest passion is surfing as they
have been to Australia, Indonesia,
and Central America together for surf
trips and plan on doing many more.

With the successful production of
their first publication, Dein and Kittle
agree that their biggest reward is
seeing people picking up the book and
laughing at the content they find inside.
They also want to continue to add to the
book to keep it as relevant as possible
and to appeal to the incoming freshmen.
"We want to keep updating the book
and publish more editions with new
contributing authors to keep it current
and fresh," Kittle said. "Forrest and I
will both be living in California after
we graduate so we'd like to come down
and sell the books during Torero Days."
Although Dien and Kittle are graduating,
they look forward to having students
add more years of memories and
experiences during their time at USD.

24 hours a day.
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New field merges
Shakespearean
era with the
digital age
By Mel Georgi
CONTRIBUTOR
Digital Humanities is the
newest field of study blazing a trail
throughout college campuses. This
interdisciplinary field of study and
work makes records of the human
cultural experience available on a
digital level. In simpler terms, this
new field of study is putting together
extensive records of human history
and making it so that anyone in the
world can learn more about them
through a computer screen.
USD is bringing Digital
Humanities to its campus through
the Tudor Play Project, a project that
will bring faculty and students from
humanities and computer science
together to build a website that will
contain new resources for the study
and performance of Tudor-English

Amajor change is happening in terms
of the way students access information,
especially in the humanities. Over the
course of 10 years, the project will
digitize 20 plays that will give access
to production and allow them to be
produced as actual plays.
With the Tudor Play Project
website, students will be able to see
modem performance editions of these
plays, hear songs from the works, and
read critical essays pertaining to the
plays. This will revolutionize the way
in which USD students study materials
for classes and understand the depth
of the theatre culture. Information on
the website will also be available to
anyone around the world. This makes
knowledge accessible to anyone of
any social standing. You do not need
to be an elite scholar to have access
to these plays any longer and your
understanding of them will only grow

"It's just as important as the historical moment of
moving from manual to print, but now we're moving
from print to digital."
-Professor Giles •- Watson
plays. These pre-Shakespearean plays
emerged between 1485-1558 and gave
voice to the late-medieval and early
Renaissance movement in England.
Although history during this time
period is well recorded, the dramatic
roots of English theatre are not as well
known. The Tudor Play Project seeks
to revive the neglected elements of
English drama that are so important
to understanding the famous theatrical
culture present today.
The study of pre-Shakespearean
drama has long been neglected due to
the lack of resources available to study
it. By having this website, scholars
and students around the world will
have the chance to glimpse into these
historical works for free. Dr. Maura
Giles-Watson, Assistant Professor
of English, is leading the helm on
this endeavor and says this project
will 'revolutionize the way in which
knowledge is presented. "It's just as
important as the historical moment of
moving from manual to print, but now
we're moving from print to digital,"
Giles-Watson said.

through this website.
Chances for students to become
involved in this program will be
available come fall 2014. Professor
Giles-Watson says that funding will be
available for two students during the
2014-2015 school year.
If you are a person studying
computer science or someone who
enjoys reading, collaborating with
others, building program tools and
solving problems then this may be
an opportunity for you. Students who
work within this project will have
undergraduate research to place on
their resume as well as experience
in their field of study. There are now
even many opportunities to use digital
humanities in the work force after
graduation.
With
the
Tudor
Play
Project, USD will be able to give
free, accessible, and democratic
information to the public, which means
expanding everyone's knowledge.
Those interested in being involved are
welcome to contact Professor GilesWatson in the English department.
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Slomo's influential story inspires students
By Gwyneth Newbold Shoecraft
' STAFF WRITER
Life moves fast for college
students. Many of us are looking toward
graduation: some with excitement,
some with fear. Try as we might, we
cannot stop this forward motion.
In Pacific Beach, a neighborhood
inhabited
primarily
by
twentysomethings and many USD students,
you can actually see the speed of our
youth. On the beachside boardwalk
runners lead jogging dogs behind
them, skateboarders weave between
pedestrians, and beach cruisers peddle
quickly down the paved path. Everyone
is going somewhere, and getting there
fast. But there is one man who is taking
a slower pace, each move carefully
calculated towards the experience of
bliss. His story can remind us all to
pause a moment, take a deep breath,
and to slow down. His name is Slomo.
Slomo's unique rollerblading style
and story have propelled him from a
local legend to a national icon. Josh
Izenberg's documentary Slomo, which
introduced the rollerblader to the
nation, has received more than a dozen
awards, including Best Documentary
Short by the International Documentary
Association. Last month Izenberg's
documentary and adjoining article
about Slomo were spotlighted on the
New York Times' Op-Ed page, gaining
the rollerblader even more fans. Yet
Slomo is not interested in publicity; he
says in the film that he is only interested
in living life simply in his PB studio
apartment and spending his days doing
what he loves.
Pacific Beach resident John
Kitchin has become a living legend,
yet no one knows him by name. But
describe him to any frequenter of
Pacific Beach, and they know just the
man you are referring to. "Oh! Slomo!"
said Katie Lange, a sophomore at USD,
"I know about him!" McKenna Hester,
a USD senior, had a similar reaction
to the rollerblader. "I heard a rumor
that he was a doctor," Hester said,
"but he gave up his practice to live a
free spirited life rollerblading by the
beach."
The rumors are true. Dr. Kitchin
was a respected and extremely
successful neurologist and psychologist

Photo courtesy of NewYorkTimes

Former neurologist and psychologist, Dr. John Kitchin, is more popularly known as Slomo. After reinventing his life, Slomo can most often be seen skating down the boardwalk in
Pacific Beach.

who moved to Southern California after
being stationed here while in the Navy.
Kitchin's medical practice made him a
small fortune. "I became the typical,
institutionalized, educated Western
man," Kitchin said. He used his wealth
to buy a mansion in Ramona, housing a
collection of luxury cars, tennis courts
and exotic birds. Yet despite his success
Kitchin felt unsatisfied. "I was lost in a
rational world" he said.
Kitchin's rational world is the
same one we all hope to join as college
graduates: the world of good careers,
dependable salaries and making a
difference. But Kitchin reminds us to
ask ourselves the important questions

along the way. After more than twenty Kitchin wanted to do was rollerblade.
So he does. Now 69 years old,
years as a neurologist Kitchin says he
asked himself how much of his work Kitchin has become his reinvented
fulfilled him spiritually. The answer, self—he is Slomo. Slomo spends his
he said, was so minimal that he knew days gliding along the Pacific Beach
he had to make a change. Speaking boardwalk, attempting to master the
art of rollerblading in slow motion.
candidly to documentary filmmaker
Josh Izenberg, Kitchin recalls his "Rollerblading puts me in the zone,"
midlife epiphany: "I thought why don't Kitchin said, "where my acceleration
I just start a new life? Be a new person? is meditation." To those who don't
know Slomo, the vision of a man
Reinvent myself?" Kitchin said.
So he did. One day one of Kitchin's gliding slowly along the boardwalk
elderly patients told him that the secret blasting inspirational music from
of life is to just do what you what to his portable speakers may seem a bit
do. "That advice," Kitchin said, "made strange. "People may think it's weird,"
more sense to me than anything else. says USD senior McKenna Hester,
Just do what you want to do." And what "but people may also think it's cool at

the same time. You just don't see that
everyday."
Slomo's story reminds us, as
students approaching the end of the
semester, that it is never too late in
life to change our path and follow our
passions. Slomo's search to find "the
zone," where his every move is in an
effort towards spiritual fulfillment,
reminds us that life is about more
than exams and interviews. As finals
approach, let us USD students take
a breath, keep moving forward at
whatever pace we find fulfilling, and
remember what Slomo says at the end
of his film: "These are the good old
days." Enjoy them.

Stay in the know all summer longwith U-T San Diego news.
Digital only access only 99 cents for the first four weeks!
•Displayed rates are per week & subject to a 4-week minimum. Introductory rate is 99 cents per week for the first 4 weeks of subscription. Digital only rate of $3.49 a week will apply after the 4 week introductory rate.
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THEIR FINAL FAREWELL
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Having a college degree is good, but it isn't the only tking you need to get

Keeping in touch can seem daunting once you find yourself away jrom home

hired for your dream job. To get where you want to after college you need

jor the first time in your life. One of my main priorities upon moving away

to Have some type of experience, whether it is a job you had in an on-campus
office, a leadership position in a student organization, or an internship in

Senior Bucket List 1

your hometown during summer break. Enjoying the lake with yourfriends or
rAt _
'-Hfi

V
r At

the barbecues with yourfamily is definitely important, but be sure to make

to my parents and my brother so those relationships were/airly easy to keep
up. However,friendships from back home were a bit harder. Being in college
you will learn which friends will stand the test of time. 1 have kept in touch
with those that 1 know 1 will have forever, and thankfully the time apart does

time jor something that you can add to your resume and set you apart jrom
the rest of the graduating seniors.

• Ride the Belmont Park roller coaster at Mission Beach

truly make the heart grow fonder.

USD has so many resources that you need to take advantage of Yes, Career

•Jump into all the campus jountains: IP] (front and back),

Beyond the intermittent telephone or Skype calls back home, is it important

Services will review your cover letter and resume, but don't forget to look into

Maker Hall, lmmaculata Church,J CP

to also keep in touch on campus. Keeping up with old professors by sending
them a quick email or stopping them in the hall can foster the connections

the other resources they have for you. Not sure if you should attend graduate
school or pursue a job in the major you have been working on these past four

TAYLOR CABALSE
EDITOR IN CHIEF

for college was to maintain connections to my old life. 1 have always been close

your education has provided you with, and is a smart decision jor your future.

• Go hang gliding at Torrey Pines

You never know when you are going to need a recommendation or when an

years? Not sure what type of jobs are out there for your rare major or how to
manage your Linkedln profile? Stop worrying. Career Services can help you out.

»

opportunity will arise. Likewise, classmates and the friends you meet over

• Go joy riding in a golf cart

these best four years of your life are invaluable.

• Get drinks at O'Tooles with a professor

*r&L.

w
• Climb to the top of a campus building
You only have fouryears in college. Four years. Starting off my freshman year 1

•Jump off the cliffs at Sunset Clijfs

thought 1 had all the time in the world to meet people, make memories and try

%*• 'dm
Just because this period of your life is defined by being in school does not mean

new things. As a senior, graduating in about two weeks, 1 wish 1 had more time.
• Wait in line to dine at Phills BBQor Hodad's

By no means do 1 regret anything, it has made me who 1 am, but 1 do wish 1
would have realized the limited time 1 had. You will never again be surrounded

• Grab drinks at The Beachcomber or The Pennant with your parents

by this many people everyday at this point in your l/e. Stop caringwkat other
people think about you, whether or not you are in Greek life, or what you are

• Storm the court after a USD sporting event

wearing. 1 wish 1 would have had this mindset a little earlier on. Since 1 am not

A

that school should be the thing that defines this period of your life. You're in
college, but the truth is that most of the learningyouwill do is going to happen
out of the classroom.1 can't tell you what the dental structure of a bonobo is
jrom my freshman year anthropology class or even statistical analysisfiom my

involved in Greek life, 1 sought out other opportunities to get involved on

semester long research process senior year. What 1 can tell you is that 1 learned

campus and in return have met some of my closest friends. It's worth your time

• Attend Coachella or Stagecoack at least once

how to tackle a subject 1 knew nothing about and how to implement time
management practices on a major project. The content o/what you learned isn't

to get involved and meet new people. School is important but not as important
building lasting friendships and memories. Start a conversation with someone

• Seek help from Career Services

as important as the lessons themselves.

on the tram or share a table with someone sitting alone and get to know them.

I've learned more in college through my internships, extracurricular activities and
friends than 1 have jrom any professors. Don't worry about the little things. Learn
Jrom your mistakes, and move on. College is about learning, so if you learn and
move on from a failure, then you're doing exactly what you're supposed to do.

Get to know your classmates. Not only does attending class become more exciting!

• Order the chicken bacon ranch sandwichfirom Tu Mercado

but you could meet your new best friend. Go talk to your professors about life anc

HANNAH HOLMQUIST
COPY EDITOR

KATELYN M O N T E R O
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

listen to stories about their college days. Tell a joke in class or sit in a different seat!
each day. /you think something is/unny, laugh. If you want to wear gym clothes
all day but not go to the gym, do it. /you like someone, ask them on a date.
College is your education and your time, so get out of it what you want. You only

a-...

V v ">
-PT
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have jour years, so start living them now.
.Jh
Five years is a long time. But college stilt manages to fly by as fast as your dining

Academics and a good social life; what else makes up an awesome college experience?

doltarsjreshmanyear. There are a lot of things 1 could tell you have to do before

What about giving back? Some of the most impacfful times of my college career have

you graduate. Instead, 1 am going to tell you what not to do. First, don't be afraid.

been the experiences 1 had volunteering in the community. There are the direct benefits
mm

Don't be afraid to try new things. Don't be afraid to make new friends. 1 came to

of volunteering: helping others, making a small difference in the world and giving

USD with one of my best friends in high school. While we still remain goodfriends,

others a reason to smile. There are also many indirect benefits, including making

31

the jriendships 1 made in college were unexpected, inexplicable and vastly

friends that share similarvalues. Most of the friends 1 have made here at USD began

entertaining. Don't be afraid to be yourse/ We are always told who to be, what

or grew stronger because we have volunteered together, both locally and in places as/

to do. But at the end of the day, be yourse/ because everyone else is taken.

ar away as El Salvador.

The next thing is don't resist. We all come from different place, cultures and

There is no shortage of opportunities to serve others here at USD. From any number

perspectives, but don't resist learning jrom others. Don't resist growth. Don't let

of student clubs to University Ministry to CASA and CSL, you'd be hard-pressed to

I A N RODGERS
M A N A G I N G EDITOR

yourse/get caught up with how we are all different, but with how we are alt

make it through USD without participating in at least a few service activities. And

similar. Don't resist relationships. Don't resist loving others, loving USD and I

/you're anything like a number of graduating students, your experiences
volunteering during your undergraduate years might lead you to volunteer
long-term after you leave.

*3

oving yourself. But most of alt, don't forget. Don't forget the people you meet, t
Eric Church
A
,i ri i . .
Cage,the Elephant

he friends you make and the experiences you had. Because like college, l/e is
too short toJforget.
°

ALEX ELIZARRARAZ
DISTRIBUTION M A N A G E R

QUi$T, KATELYN
JORDYN ONDTAIE
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New Jersey band shines in sunny San Diego
"The Gates " impresses audiences at the La Jolla Che Cafe
By Sean Murphy
CONTRIBUTOR
Before scores of indie-rock
obsessed fans, New Jersey-based band
Gates performed in La Jolla at the Che
Caf6 Collective on Sunday, May 4.
Prior to the show, lead guitarist Ethan
Koozer indulged a few questions about
Gates' creative catalysts and their recent
nationwide tour with Frameworks and
Tiny Moving Parts.
The interview began with the
toughest
question first,
Koozer
discussed the success of the show
that evening . Enthusiastically, the
seasoned artist responded by stating,
"I'm thoroughly excited for it, Gates as
a band has never played California at
all, let alone San Diego. The California
shows have been awesome so I'm
definitely looking forward to this one."
Despite Koozer's relaxed jovial
demeanor, an innumerable amount of
time touring has observably taken its
toll on the young musician and the
other band members.
However, apart from the fatigue of
going from city-to-city, inheriting sinus
infections and broken-down tour vans,
members of Gates have a passion for
their music and fans that transcend the
difficulties of life on the road with their
positivity and good humor. "We pride
ourselves in doing whatever we want
to do, and we make jokes to ourselves
because we're not exactly 'the cool
band' at all. Our determination for
writing...is writing music that we
enjoy." said Koozer.
At that point in the interview,
Koozer addressed what has inspired
Gates to create the music that they
have thus far released in the three years
since Gates' inception. "We think a lot
about everything, and we don't take it
lightly at all. In terms of reason why
we do it.. .1 think it would be cool (for

the music) to have an adverse reaction
on the listener. To have them spend
time with it, and listen to it, and just
pull something away from it."
Koozer explained the meticulous
creative process behind the creation
of each record. "I often wonder, how
many people haven't gotten the shivers
listening to a song? In that sense, we
get a huge spark from just making
people think. Writing our new record
took over two years. " said Koozer.
Consistent with the focus of
the conversation, the 26-year-old
guitarist spoke about Gates' longterm aspirations ."Our long-term goals
would be.. To pay our bills! It's a hard
business to sustain being in a band like
this. We all have rent and bills to pay.
We all have jobs back home, but to be
in the band you need to be on the road

a lot. It's a second job, so it's hard for
employers and people to understand
that. In order to keep our passion alive,
and do what we want, the long-term
goal would be: to be able to do what we
love to do...which ultimately means
we would have to get paid for it."
Gates'
performance
included
numbers from their new album "You
Are All You Have Left to Fear." Gates'
unhinged cool coalesced with capable
musicianship,demonstrating that their
live show is a spectacle that ought to
be consumed in person. After Gates'
set ended, vocalist Kevin Dye talked
about the content of Gates' music in
the wooded parking lot behind the Che
Cafe.
The silhouette of Dye remarked on
the album title, "You Are All You Have
Left to Fear." Cloaked in the shadows

Khoto Uourtesy OT l ne bates
of the Cafe's coniferous surroundings,
Dye explicitly addressed the theme
of overcoming an individual's selfperceived shortcomings."In the context
of the [first] song [off the new album],
it's referencing body image issues
specifically. I just feel that society
forces people to feel that they have to
look a certain way. You either have to
look that way, or you're not happy with
the way you are. So you want to change
yourself, then you look in the mirror,
and you're not happy with what you
see all the time.
He explained that the goal of the
song is criticizing socially constructed
ideals of beauty, "No matter how many
times someone tells you that, 'you are
beautiful', you can't accept it. It was
something I was frustrated with at the
time since people feel that they have to

look a certain way, which I don't feel is
important at all."
Dye's candid reply merited "further
inquiry into the new song, 'They Only
See Shadows'. Gates' then talked
about the encouragement for people to
become more self-aware.
"I think it just came from a spot
of frustration with that, and maybe
necessarily feeling like it's not going
to change in my lifetime, and it's not
going to change in somebody else's
lifetime. Though it could benefit them
if it did. Maybe somebody that doesn't
really have the realization that society,
or anything, is making them feel the
way they are, and that they can change
that, and they just don't know how.
Gates' wrote their music not
wanting to change society or standards
of appearance, but to encourage selfacceptance, and raise awareness.
"[When] there's no one there to really
say to them that, 'it's o.k.' We're trying
to say that, and just have a voice, and
say something about it. Although
whether it makes a difference remains
to be seen."
As veterans of the New Jersey
indie-basement rock scene, Gates has
impressively self-produced two EP's
since 2011. With bands like "Thursday"
as their inspiration, Gates adheres to a
regimen of extensive practice sessions
three times a week in their basement
rehearsal space.
Their diligence consequently paid
off by touring with bands like Prawn
and Gifts from Enola, before signing
to Pure Noise Records. Shortly after,
their new label re-released their EP
You Are All You Have Left To Fear
in 2013. Lately, Gates toured with
The Gaslight Anthem, and have just
finished recording their debut fulllength with producer Mike Watts, who
has worked on projects like The Dear
Hunter, and As Tall As Lions, due out
on Pure Noise later this year.

Eurydice captivates USD audiences
USD
Theatre Department holds final performance of the year
By Courtney Ochi
CONTRIBUTOR
The stage is set and the actors
are ready to take audiences through
a journey of love and loss through
the USD theatre department's spring
production of "Eurydice." Eurydice
from Thursday through Sunday in the
Studio Theater in Sacred Heart Hall.
Eurydice, written by playwright
Sarah Ruhl, is a reimagined story of the
classic myth of Orpheus. Eurydice is a
compelling love story that tells the tale
of the relationship Eurydice has with
Orpheus as well as her father. Eurydice
and Orpheus are two young lovers who
are about to get married. However,
on their wedding day, Eurydice trips
down the stairs and dies. She enters
the Underworld, where she reconnects
with her father. The story focuses on
Eurydice's choice to return to earth
to Orpheus or to stay with Hades and
her father. This tragedy told through
magical realism tells a story of love
and loss, which all audiences can find
a way to relate to.
Director Lisa Berger chose this
play in part because she relates to
the character Eurydice, she lost her
father at a young age. Throughout the
production process, Berger has kept
a photo of her father on her desk as
a reminder of the ways in which her
relationship with her father relates to
the relationship between Eurydice and
her father.
"I think my own personal story
exists in this play," Berger said. "That's
what happens with artists. With our
own personal stories, we find a way
to share that our own personal human
experiences are universal."
Berger also hopes that audiences
are able to connect with the universal
themes of love and loss that exist in the
play.
"The play speaks to the idea that
loss is an inevitable part of the human
experience," Berger said. "How we
deal with those losses is an individual
journey."
The actors utilized the classic
storytelling forms of puppetry, clowns,
and stilt work in a new and creative wa.
"We have clowns, shadows,
puppets and stilts," Freshman Meg
Stoll, who plays Eurydice, said.
"They're all so amazing and fun, and
seeing them come together and create
this magical world of the play has been
exhilarating."
This is Stoll's first production in
the USD theatre department. She is

a Theatre and Performance Studies
major with aspirations of acting in
Film and Theatre productions. Stoll
explained that Euridice has been her
overall favorite production to work on.
Like Berger, Stoll also hopes
that audiences leave with a deeper
appreciation and understanding of the
relationships in their life."This play is
very much about relationships," Stoll
said.,"Personally, I'm hoping that when
audiences leave the theatre, they think
about their own relationships with
those they love. I'm hoping they reflect
on their losses and their blessings and
all their memories, and appreciate them
even just slightly more."
Senior
Johnny
Rice
plays
Eurydice's husband Orpheus, a
musician who must journey to the
underworld to get his bride back after
she dies. Although he says that the
rehearsal schedule has been intense,
with practices four to five hours a day
four to five times a week, he has loved
working with the cast.
"We are all very close," Rice said,
"and director, Lisa Berger, is extremely
talented." Similarly, senior Connor
Sullivan, who plays Eurydice's father,
has enjoyed working with the cast and
crew. Sullivan discussed the difficulty
of plating Eurydice's father. "The role
I am playing is very separate from who
I am currently because he is a dead,
and middle aged man with a daughter,"
Sullivan said. "Making this character
a real person is a real challenge, but I
have learned a lot and enjoy going to
rehearsal every day."
Sullivan has invested a lot of time
and energy into the role and hopes that
audiences will enjoy the play because it
has something for everyone.
"There are parts that will make
the audience laugh and there are also
parts that are a lot more touching,"
Sullivan said. "The play is written
beautifully and the language is slightly
heightened, but still very obtainable for
any audience."
Tickets for Eurydice are
available now at Eventbrite.com or
from the Hahn University Center Box
Office. Remaining tickets will be
available one hour before curtain at the
theatre box office, but due to limited
seating, it's advised to purchase your
tickets ahead of time.
The show promises to be an
excellent end to the spring semester.
The cast and crew have all worked
hard to leave audiences inspired and
changed through their performance. "It
is my last production," Sullivan said.
"And it is such a great one to end on
here at USD."
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Mathematics meets Miura in the "Science of Origami"
Robert Lang speaks about origami's contribution to science and mathematics
By Vincent Vidaurri
CONTRIBUTOR
Robert J. Lang is one of the world's
most notable origami artists, having
practiced for over 40 years. He has
over 500 origami designs catalogued
and diagrammed. Recently he came
to USD to speak at an event put on by
Mathigami.Mathigami is a USD project
that hopes to spread an appreciation of
mathematics and understand its beauty
through origami. Originally Dr. Lang
received a Bachelor's and Master's
degree in Electrical Engineering as
well as a Ph.D. in Applied Physics.
Lang said he used origami as an escape
during his studies and that is when his
love for it truly grew.
Lang's speech, "From Flapping
Birds to Space Telescopes: The Art
and Science of Origami," discussed
everything from the history of origami
to its practical uses. Lang began by
referencing the oldest mentions of
origami in history. He showcased a
poem written in 1680 mentioning
paper folding techniques and a painting
from 1734 depicting Japanese women
holding small paper cranes. Origami
is highly associated with Japanese
culture and tradition. In 1797, the first
known origami book, "Senbazuru
Orikata," was published in Japan.
Having existed for centuries, it seemed
origami's popularity and innovation
had stunted. According to Lang, it
is Akira Yoshizawa who spurred
the origami renaissance. Yoshizawa
is considered the father of modern
origami. Yoshizawa designed new
techniques for folding and created a
language for describing the folds in
origami, allowing masters of origami
to share their designs with beginners.
Yoshizawa created an origami boom,
causing its popularity to skyrocketed.
But, what Lang says what really
changed origami is math.
"Math's biggest impact on origami
is in representational folding, things
that look like something else," Lang
said. Origami has a four step process
according /to Lang. It begins with a
subject, such as Hercules Beetle. Then
subject is then drawn as a stick figure

or "tree." The "tree" represents number
of flaps needed in a design and how
they are connected. The "tree" must
then be transferred to paper and folded
into a base. The base resembles the
final model but requires further folding
or shaping to have all the detailing.
Once all the details have been added,
a model is created and the origami
design is finished. The hardest part of
this process is turning the "tree" into
a base, and according to Lang, and
this is where math comes in. "In math
and science, when we're confronted

with a hard problem, we look at the
easiest version. If we can solve that,
then we can go back and solve harder
versions" Lang said. The challenge
from creating a base comes from
figuring out how much paper to use.
The amount of paper must be exactly
accurate or problems in the design
occur. With so many flaps and folds to
be made, origami can be a confusing
process. Mathematical equations can
be used to calculate the exact area each
flap will take on a piece of paper and
how large the paper's dimensions must

Normcore makes the
ordinary extraordinary
By Henry Kittle
CONTRIBUTOR
Fashion. Unless you live in a nudist colony,
there is no escaping it. Actually, scratch that, not
wearing any clothes might be the biggest fashion
statement there is. As long as you exist, you are
subscribing to a certain look that can be categorized
by a fashion trend from one time or another.
It used to be that the best defense against
being labeled as a hipster, a punk, or a pawn of
some other weird contemporary subculture was
to not put too much emphasis on clothing and
appearance. The safe bet for halting judgement
from strangers on the street used to be dressing
by, more or less, following the same trajectory
that your mother set you on as a kid. Through not
trying so hard, and dressing functionally without
the intent of shocking anyone, it used to be easy
for people to make a simple, more humble fashion
statement that says, "I am not focused on being
trendy."
As of a few months ago, this has changed
within the past few months, the normcore culture
has made dressing functionally a trend of its own.
The fashion game has been changed by a single
entity no website or person can quite put their
finger on. This elusive cultural trend seems more
like a meme or joke, for lack of a better word, and is

called "normcore." Normcore is identified by light
wash high waisted denim with black turtlenecks
and white T-shirts, accompanied by white new
balance sneakers over sports socks. The term was
coined by K-Hole, a trend forecasting company
based out of New York City and may be thought of
as a sort of backlash to hipster culture. The creators
envisioned normcore as not just a fashion trend,
but reflective of a broader sociological attitude.
Although hotly debated across the blogosphere,
what seems clear is that normcore is not following
one trend but many. Journalist Christopher Glazek
posted on facebook, "it doesn't really make sense
to identify normcore as a fashion trend. The point
of normcore is that you could dress like a Nascar
mascot for a big race and then switch to raver ware
for a long druggie night at the club."
Normcore realizes that trying to be different
is a futile and destructive effort. Normcore is
described in Wikipedia as hipster culture has
become too mainstream. Normcorers work to
assimilate themselves and identify constructive
similarities between others. "As I understand it,
normcore is more about celebrating similarities
rather than looking for what makes us different.
This is an idea that goes beyond what you wear,"
junior Dana Heintz said. "I've always dressed what
is now known as 'normcore' because I'd rather talk
about news or music than my shoes or what I've
done with my hair," senior Henry Jenkins said.

be. Recently, many software programs
have been written to design origami
bases on the computer. Lang has even
written his own software called Tree
Maker. These programs do much of
the mathematical work and some
can even present 3D models of what
the project will look like. Math and
these software programs have helped
to simplify origami's design process
and allow for even more complicated
designs. Lang showed off some of his
own work which included a moose, a
man playing a guitar, and a snake with

over 1500 scales. Without math, Lang
would not have been able to create the
unique details to these designs. "Math
puts feathers on a bird, eyes on an owl,
claws on a bear and even lets us create
humans," Lang said.
But Origami's influence is not
limited solely to the world of art.
Recently origami has found plenty of
use in the commercial and industrial
worlds. Origami introduced the Miura
fold, which is a method of folding
a flat surface into a smaller volume.
Many advances in the transportation
of materials and even health and
science have benefited from these
properties. Paracor Medical developed
a heart implant that would have been
impossible with origami's innovation.
This design would originally be too
large to have been implanted. Thanks
to origami's designs, researchers found
a way to keep the implant compact
until it has been placed on the heart.
It will then expand and wrap around
the heart offering support. Researchers
have also used origami software
to develop more efficient methods
of airbags expanding on impact.
Commercially, water bottles have been
designed to compact or expand when
twisted. Lang even lent his talents to
Mitsubishi to help create a world of
origami for one of their commercials.
The biggest impact origami's Miura
fold has had is in the world of space.
Using the Miura technique, astronauts
are able to transport materials for
telescope lenses that originally would
be too big to fly into space. The James
Webb Space telescope plans to use
this technique to create the primary
mirror on their telescope. This design
would allow the James Webb telescope
mirror to have an area five times that
of the Hubble telescopes, currently
the largest. With a large mirror and
lens, clearer pictures spanning larger
distances would be available to be
captured. Thanks to origami and
science, significant advances in the
field of space, medicine and business
will flourish in the years to come. "The
next time you look up at the night sky
and see a twinkle that doesn't seem to
be in the right place, look hard: if might
just be a bit of origami looking back at
you," Lang said.

Congratulations
Student Affairs
Student Award Winners
Each year, Student Affairs staff and administrators nominate
students who have demonstrated outstanding achievement and
contributions in the are&s of student government, official
university-sponsored activities, multicultural awareness and
understanding, service to the entire campus, community service,
and residential life. Please help us congratulate the following
students who were recognized for their remarkable- achievements at
the annual Honors Convocation on May 6, 2014.

Mallory Collins - Marc Gonzales
Dr. Thomas J. Cosgrove Award for Outstanding Service in Student
Government

Alexander Bullock - Jessica McCarthy
Outstanding Service in Official University-Sponsored Activity

Farrah Coltrain - Courtney Ochi
Outstanding Contribution to the Entire Campus through
Involvement

Denise Ambriz - Maria Ruvalcaba
Outstanding Contribution to Multicultural Awareness and
Understanding

Melissa Bruce
Outstanding Contribution to Residential Life

Leonice Brown-Young, Jr.
The Chet Pagni Award for Outstanding Volunteer Service

Congratulations and we wish you all great success!

University
San Die®)
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Creative Writing of the Week
Hugo Werstler

For almost
Four years I had
Watched a tall tree lean. Standing dangerously
At the brink of
Disaster with calm and steady dignity.
Leaning, in the cool breeze of the
Afternoon whose taste of salt hints towards the beckoning ocean.
Leaning, in the shade of a white bell tower
Whose song coaxes the start of the day.
Leaning, out over a pathway, and I walk by underneath.
Grass grows eternally green here.
I remember the times I have wept, laughed,
and even dreamed, my toes combing
through the even cut blades and soil.
Leaning against an angled tree with heavy books
to be read and countless papers
to be written. I could
have remained there
for hours, if only there
was an electric outlet
close by. The smell of
coffee lingers always
here, and I am sure
the dark roast had
seeped deep into the
soil and bark. In a place
like this, coffee is as
important as water in
order to survive. For my
own survival, it was
important that a lone
tree remain. Standing
there, forever leaning.
Always saying,
"You can lean on me."
As grades, classes,
schedules, and tests
made turbulent seas
to drown in, a moment's
breath at your side
relieved me,
"You can lean on me."
Old friendships ended
while new ones began
and the weight on my
shoulders ever increasing,
a steady place to rest
against strengthened me,
"You can lean on me." In
turmoil over past actions
and future plans seeing
you leaning there
reminded me,
"You can lean... like me."
Then suddenly you were
gone. Leaving behind
only a small blemish on
the perfectly green carpet
of the lawn. For me the
space looks so empty, and
I cannot help but to stand
where you once stood...
and lean forward.
Near the brink of disaster
I smile with calm and
steady dignity. For four
years I have growing here,
arid have found so many others who incredibly.
Surprisingly, have chosen to lean on me. I am leaving this place now. It resembles more than ever before a forest of saplings yearning to grow.
Maybe that is why I feel so much like a leaning tree. After four short years, I have grown to unexpected heights. But I am ready to leave now, pick up my
roots, and find my own place to stand. Perhaps even lean out into the sun. Leaving behind only a few footsteps, small blemishes in the green green grass.

'Lean on Me

John Barnum
"Small Talk

"Hi how are you? "
"Good, how are you? "
"Good, Nothing new
Excepting that my shoe
Being that it's new
And there are, in fact,
two."
"Tell this only to a few,
For some thieving shrew
May watch all that you do
And plan to steal from you
That new shoe that is
two."
"Oh, what heartless rue
Would take from me my
shoe."
"I know not who,
Merely the clue
Of a dear past few."
"Wellgoodbye Hue!"
"Oh goodbye Sue.
Goodbye."

Have feedback for the writer?
Email: arts@usdvista.com

La Jolla's little slice of Italy
By Allyson Meyer
CONTRIBUTOR

Small, low key and removed from
the craziness of La Jolla, Carino's
pizzeria is a local favorite. Located on
La Jolla Boulevard, Carino's has been
a food hangout for as long as many La
Jolla natives 1
Carino's is great on a stormy
day, and during off times, business is a
lot slower. Visitors can expect a better
experience when it is quiet and there are
fewer people. Along with this, the pizza
at Carino's is one of a kind. People are
constantly coming and going through
the old wooden doors that are more
reminiscent of an old West saloon, than
an Italian pizzeria. It is a strange and
somewhat outdated, but has a purely
unique ambiance. It is a flashback to a
different era completely.
With Bon Jovi playing "Living
on a Prayer" over the loudspeaker,
regulars are removed from the
craziness of the outside world, and are
able to focus on the strange mementos
from the last few decades decorating
the walls. There is the sign, from the
Cold War, addressing the arms race and
the fear of atomic weapons. There is
the mural of a man standing on a street
in an Italian city, looking out over the
choppy water. At each seat there are
paper placemats with a map of Italy
and images of gondolas and fountains.
This tiny pizza shop squeezes
in as many tables as it can, and is
usually packed with diners. Carino's is
the ideal destination during the summer
months after long days at the beach,
and their take-out pizzas are perfect for
the school year.
Carino's is stuck in the past,
what it lacks in modernity, it makes up
for in the quality of their pizza. The
restaurant offers a variety of flavors,
and options for visitors with dietary
restrictions. Carino's cheese pizza
is a hot mess of deliciousness, and a

couple of pieces are a sufficient meal.
The pizza can be a bit overwhelming,
especially when it is brought out
steaming from the oven with the cheese
bubbling on the top and the platter hot
to the touch. Very rich and most likely
off the charts in dairy content, there
is no use counting calories, visitors
should just enjoy.
This pizzeria also has huge
pasta dishes, wonderful after a full day
of surfing, boogie boarding, or walking
around. It is just pure comfort food.
The steaming hot and delicious pasta
dishes are perfect for sharing
Close to fast food eateries,
high-end restaurants and multi-million
dollar houses, et cetera, Carino's

has managed to stick around. It is
inexpensive, simple to find and offers
great customer parking. Carino's is a
perfect equation for any broke college
student on a budget. It may not have
deep dish Chicago style pizza, or the
flatbreads of the Student Life Pavilion,
but it is something completely unique
and worth trying. The restaurant has
managed to stick around for a long time
so they must be doing something right.
Once in a while it is nice to
put the emphasis on health food and
calories aside. So next time La Jolla
is the destination for a fun beach day,
go have a piece of delicious pizza at a
place that has stood the test of time and
continues to be a local favorite.

Photo Courtesy of Pictoric/FCC
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Old Jews" brings new jokes to the Lyceum downtown
By Whitney Downs
CONTRIBUTOR

It's politically incorrect, amazingly
inappropriate and outrageously funny.
The show "Old Jews Telling Jokes"
is exactly what it sounds like, and
exceeds expectations. It is a relatively
simple production that still manages to
be clever and witty.
It is less of a traditional play,
but rather more of a stand up routine.
Old Jews Telling Jokes features five
actors in a production that showcases
both traditional Jewish jokes, as well
as modern ones.
Old Jews Telling jokes was
created by Peter Gethers and Daniel
Okrent, and directed by John
Anderson. The show featured a cast of
talented actors, portraying a humorous
relationship between traditional and
modern Jews. The show was filled with
many hilarious one-liners, including
"sometimes it's kosher for a Jew to be
a ham."
Aside from the jokes, the
production featured songs, such as
"Hanukkah in Santa Monica", skits
that were full of clever one-liners
and double-entendres. The show was
divided into four different segments,
based
around
Birth, Courtship,
Marriage and Death in the Jewish
community. The set was simple, the
stage was decorated with a couch, a few
chairs, a piano, and a video monitor to
showcase which stage of life the actors
were mocking.
While there were very few
negatives, one downside was the short
length of the show. "Old Jews Telling
Jokes" was about 85-90 minutes,
but audiences wished the production
was at least an extra half hour. This
show attracted an older audience, if a
viewer was under 30 years old, they
were probably the youngest audience
members there. While audiences don't
need to be Jewish to understand the
majority of the jokes, there are a few
references, and Hebrew and Yiddish
words that are hard to comprehend for
a non-Jewish viewer. Luckily, the script
is fast-paced enough so audiences
won't get caught up in references they
do not understand.
However, the strengths of the
production completely outweigh its
weaknesses. The delivery of the jokes
is spot on, same with the songs. The

Photo Courtesy of Daren Scott

outfits are delightfully awful and the
script is absolutely hilarious. "Old Jews
Telling Jokes" is currently in the middle

of it's five week run at the Lyceum
theater downtown, which provides free
parking to all visitors. This is a must

see production for both fans of Jewish
culture and comedy. This quick-witted
show can be perfectly summed up by

its tagline: "Like rye bread, kosher
pickles and bagels, this show is for
everyone! You'll laugh 'til you plotz."

Photos Courtesy of Priti Ghandi

San Diego Opera features USD alum
Priti Gandhi exits the stage with her last professional performance
By Lauren Alders
CONTRIBUTOR

jalvanizing", "endearing" and
:ty" are a few ways that Priti
li has been described in Opera
and The New York Times. A
e crowd of novice listeners
ipera buffs alike filled Shiley
;r Saturday night, awaiting the
mance of a celebrated soprano
opera music world. The guest
mance brought residents from
f the San Diego community to

gather in Camino Hall.
Gandhi is a native of Mumbai,
India, but a current resident of San
Diego and an active performer with
the San Diego Opera. Gandhi is no
stranger to the theaters of San Diego,
but it was her first time performing at
the University of San Diego, Saturday
night. Gandhi is a UCSD graduate, and
according to the Union Tribune, started
singing for fun while she attended the
university. Gandhi's hobby exploded
into a full time career and she began
to travel extensively to perform at
prestigious venues all around the
world, including Paris, Mexico and the

Czech Republic.
Her performance Saturday night
incorporated a variety of different
genres including opera, Indian folk
songs, and American classical pieces.
Gandhi has been praised for her
ability to gracefully master a number
of different roles and pitches in her
previous performances. On Saturday,
her range and technique was paralleled
to none, and those who had never seen
an opera show before easily recognized
her breadth. The genuine enthusiasm
she displayed for her trade was
remarkable, giving her performance an
intimate quality.

Every eye was on Gandhi as
she managed to expand her vocal
range higher and higher, while
simultaneously maintaining a resilient,
crystal clear sound. Gandhi's powerful
voice blew through the small confines
of Shiley Theatre for one last time
Saturday
night, captivating
the
audience and leaving them wanting
more. A recent article interviewing
Gandhi in the San Diego UT noted that
her last professional performance was
in "Madama Butterfly" at the Opera
Columbus, but her career in opera
music is far from over.
She is a talent to pay attention to

and a local San Diegan that UT San
Diego calls a 'Face to Watch in 2014.'
According to the UT article, she will
be the next artistic administrator in
the San Diego Opera organization.
Already having a close connection to
the San Diego community, Gandhi is a
perfect fit for the job. "This company
helped give me my start; maybe I can
give something back," said Gandhi.
The San Diego community is
fortunate to have Gandhi remain active
in the San Diego music scene and it
will be exciting to see what she does
with the San Diego Opera in coming
years.
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(Not so)
Golden State

Hunter Jameson
SPORTS EDITOR

The Golden State Warriors saw
their season come to a close on Friday
with a game seven loss to the Los
Angeles Clippers, but that's not all that
came to a close. Mark Jackson saw
his three-year reign as head coach end
as the team fired him just three days
after they were eliminated from the
playoffs. After winning just 23 games
in the 2011-2012 season, Jackson and
his players made the playoffs two years
in a row. He is the first Warriors head
coach since Don Nelson in 1992 to
accomplish this.
The "Splash Brothers" comprised
of superstar shooters Steph Curry
and Klay Thompson emerged during
Jackson's time as head coach, and the
future looks very promising. Quite
frankly, I am shocked that the Warriors
fired Jackson so soon. 1 don't think
very many NBA fans.saw this coming,
considering the improvements that
have occurred in the last two seasons.
The Warriors have some of the
most exciting players in the NBA and
the fan base has become a lot more
supportive with this increasing success.
Maybe Jackson was fired because the
expectations are rising and it seems
like he had all the tools to get the job
done.
There are so many talented
teams in the NBA playoffs that you
almost need a little luck to win the
Championship these days, especially
this year. After the Miami Heat lost to
the Dallas Mavericks in 2011 in the
first season of the "Big 3," I expected
head coach Erik Spoelstra to get fired.
He wasn't, and the Heat have won two
Championships in a row. They made
, the right decision to keep him as head
coach because there is a lot of learning
that comes with each season as a head
coach in the NBA.
Jackson only lasted three seasons
with the Warriors, but I think he was
fired too soon for an accurate judgment
to be made. The team has acquired
very influential players in the last year
including forward Andre Iguodala and
point guard Steve Blake, so in my
opinion, there is a lot of growing to do
as a team.
Sometimes it takes a few trials
to finally reach your full potential as
a team. I think the Warriors will be a
contender for the next few years.
Steph Curry takes a majority of
the shots for the team, which can work,
but a lot of other players can contribute
more than they currently are. Iguodala
has been a popular player for many years
and could be the difference maker that
puts Golden State into Championship
contention. With another season under
his belt building chemistry with his
teammates and finding a role, the head
coach should be able to put him in the
right position to win.
With a starting lineup like Steph
Curry, Klay Thompson, David Lee,
Andre Iguodala and Draymond Green,
I understand why the expectations are
so high. When I really think about
the Warriors as a team, 1 think the
reason Jackson got fired was because
he wasn't doing enough behind the
scenes. I would guess that a majority of
his mistakes are happening out of the
public eye, which is why this decision
was a shock to NBA fans.
The timings of this is also
shocking, considering that the team
they lost to is now thought of as one of
the favorites to win the Championship.
It's not like they got swept by the
Charlotte Bobcats or didn't even make
the playoffs to begin with. They took
the Clippers to the end of game seven,
and a few tough breaks in the final
seconds ended their season.
I feel bad for Jackson because he
was a huge factor in the turnaround of
the Warriors franchise, but I think his
coaching future is definitely bright.
Other
General
Managers
probably noticed what he did for the
Warriors and would take the risk of
hiring with the hope that he can do the
same for their franchise. The teams
who struggled this year might consider
firing their coach to hire Jackson, so
I don't see him being out of a job for
very long.

EDITOR
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Donald Sterling receives lifetime NBA ban
Racist comments from Sterling result in controversy
By Matthew Roberson
" STAFF WRITER
With his team in the midst of
a thrilling first round playoff series
against the Golden State Warriors,
Donald Sterling managed to take the
attention completely off of basketball.
Sterling, who bought the Clippers in
1981, stepped into the public eye for
all the wrong reasons.
On April 25,TMZ Sports released
a recording of a conversation between
Sterling and his female friend named V.
Stiviano. In the recording, a man who
has been confirmed as Sterling is heard
asking Stiviano not to bring black
people to Clippers games. This came
as a result of Sterling taking issue with
Stiviano's Instagram account, which
featured pictures with Los Angeles
sports figures Magic Johnson and Matt
Kemp, both of whom are black. The
recording quotes Sterling as saying,
"it bothers me a lot that you want to
broadcast that you're associating with
black people," and "the little I ask you
is...not to bring them to my games."
This is obviously unacceptable
behavior for anyone, let alone an
owner of a professional sports team.
The Clippers' playoff roster features 12
players that are either black or mixed
race, which led people to believe
Sterling was developing slave-owner
mentalities. He was quoted in the
conversation with Stiviano as saying,
"I support them and give them food,
and clothes, and cars, and houses."
Isn't that obvious, Donald? Isn't
that what you're supposed to do? Why
does he have to point this out, as if he's
doing his players some kind of holy
favor. Sterling is making himself sound
as though he doesn't believe the players
should get these necessities, just like
the slaves didn't. Any boss in today's
society understands that his employees
work for them, but Sterling seems to
believe that his players are more like
animals: helpless and unable to survive
without him. For Sterling to say that he
is the sole provider for grown men with
incredible athletic abilities is ludicrous.
This quote makes Sterling sound like
he truly believes he "owns" his players
rather than the franchise they play for.
Josh Levin of slate.com even went as
far as saying Sterling views his players
as "tenants on a plantation."
Sterling's in-your-face racism
forced the NBA's hand, as the league
realized they could no longer be
associated with such a maniacal human
being.
On April 29, NBA commissioner
Adam Silver made a landmark decision
by banning Sterling from the NBA for
life, making him the first owner ever
to receive a lifetime ban. Silver was
applauded throughout the league for
his swiftness arid harshness regarding
a very serious situation. Both former,
and current athletes took to Twitter
to express their respect for Silver's

decision. Miami Heat superstar LeBron
James called Silver a "great leader"
along with saying "Commissioner
Silver thank you for protecting our
beautiful and powerful league!"
Magic Johnson, one of the men
referenced by Sterling in the audio
recording, tweeted "Commissioner
Silver showed great leadership in
banning LA Clippers owner Donald
Sterling for life."
In addition to the lifetime ban.
Silver added a $2.5 million fine to
Sterling's punishment. While the NBA
cannot force Sterling to sell the team,
the other 29 owners will take a vote
on whether or not he can maintain
ownership of the Clippers. Vivek
Ranadive, owner of the Sacramento
Kings, told ESPN he "would be
surprised if this is not a unanimous
vote" choosing to take the Clippers
away from Sterling. Commissioner
Silver also anticipates the owners will
oust Sterling.
In one of the most poignant sports
moments of the year, the Clippers
staged a silent protest against their
hateful owner prior to their Game
Four matchup against Golden State on
April 27. The team gathered at midcourt before beginning their warm ups,
and removed their shooting shirts in
solidarity, revealing that their teamissued warmup shirts had been turned
inside out to hide the Clippers logo.
The team also protested Sterling's
comments by wearing black wristbands
and socks, a move that many other NBA
teams joined in on. The Clippers would
go on to lose that game in Oakland, but
returned home to win Game Five in
front of a very emotional crowd. Chris
Paul said of the team's powerful home
victory, "it took everything not to break
down. That is something I will never
forget forever."
As a fan, seeing this group of men
take a stand against the ugliness that is
racism was the most powerful moment
of the playoffs. Watching the players
go through their regular warm up
routine could seem trivial for the casual
fan, but for those who understood the
statement behind the inside-out shirts,
it demonstrated incredible resolve and
brotherhood on the part of the Los
Angeles Clippers.
The Clippers organization dealt
with the aftermath of one man's
unfortunate comments in an almost
perfect way. Players and coaches were
given a massive distraction while in
the heat of a highly-contested series
against an in-state rival, but you never
would have known that from watching
Game Seven. The Clippers eliminated
Golden State on May 3, doing so in
front of their home crowd. Give credit
to the team for handling the situation
in a very professional manner, with
all public reactions sounding very
thought out and prepared. Head coach
Doc Rivers, who is black, said of the
league's decision, "I think this is a

LOS ANGELES

'UPPERS
defining moment, but 1 think we'll have
more defining moments." Rivers also
told reporters that he has not spoken to
Sterling and does not plan on doing so.
"I haven't given him an opportunity to
explain himself and quite honestly right
now I don't want him to," Rivers said
of his team's troubled owner. He went
on to say that commissioner Silver
made a "very important decision" and
the lifetime suspension sends a "very
strong message" about the NBA's zerotolerance policy toward racism and
hatred.
Players
were
much
more
reserved in their reactions to Sterling's
comments, as one might expect.
Many chose to release a premeditated
statement before facing the media's
firestorm of questions. Point guard
Chris Paul, one of the many black
players on the Clippers roster, said in
his statement that "my teammates and
I are in agreement with his decision."
Forward Blake Griffin has been
taken aback by the magnitude of the
circumstance, saying during a postgame press conference, "I don't think
any of us really knew how big this was
going to be." Center DeAndre Jordan
used social media as a channel for
protest, posting a caption-less picture
of a black 'screen on his Instagram
account. Jordan seemed the most
affected on the court by Sterling's
remarks, scoring zero points in the
team's first game after the controversy
surfaced. He rebounded nicely in the
next outing, scoring a career playoffhigh 25 points. Perhaps this was a case
of time healing the wound for Jordan,
who will now have to deal with the
Oklahoma City Thunder along with the
rest of his teammates.
On top of everything else he is
going through, it has been revealed
that Sterling is battling prostate cancer.
The 80 year-old owner, who oversaw
the Clippers' move from San Diego
to Los Angeles in 1984, has not yet
made any public comments or spoken
to any members of the media. He is
no stranger to controversy, however.
Sterling has come under fire
for
incendiary comments as early as 1983,
when he allegedly used a racial slur
while interviewing a potential head
coach. Sterling'was also the subject
of a discrimination lawsuit in 2009

filed by former general manager Elgin
Baylor. In that lawsuit Baylor referred
to Sterling as a "pervasive and ongoing
racist."
Additionally, 2009 saw Sterling
in the middle of the largest housing
discrimination lawsuit ever. Sterling,
who made his fortune as a real estate
mogul, payed a record-high $2.7
million as a result of allegations that
he discriminated against African
Americans as well as Hispanics in his
apartment buildings. While these legal
troubles were largely swept under
the rug, Sterling has been completely
unable to avoid media scrutiny this
time around. Sterling could very well
sue the NBA if he is forced to relinquish
control of the team, an almost certainty
at this point.
It is also important to note
that Sterling could end up making a
substantial profit if he sells the team,
which seems almost like blood money.
He bought the team in 1981 for only
$12.7 million. According to economics
professor Andrew Zimbalist of Smith
College, the Clippers estimated value
now stands at approximately $700
million. Undeserved money aside, any
decision that results in Sterling losing
ownership of the Clippers will be a
positive one. It took over 30 years of
his disgusting, immoral ownership for
something like this to finally derail his
career. The NBA will be a far better
league without Donald Sterling owning
a team in the country's second-largest
city, and whoever buys the team from
him will likely receive wonderful
support from the city of Los Angeles.
Look for the next owner to be greatly
embraced by the NBA, a league that
unofficial NBA spokesman LeBron
James rightfully said has no place for a
racist like Donald Sterling.
What Donald Sterling has taught
us is that racism is not dead. He brought
the issue to the forefront of America for
a short time, and Americans reacted in
their typical awkward, taboo fashion.
However, Doc Rivers and his players
deserve all the praises in the world
for their unbelievable display of class
and sophistication. If the world had
more people like Rivers, the human
race would be elevated to a pristine,
professional state in which bigotry and
racism would be expelled.

Women's tennis ends season at WCC tournament
Depenau and Stojanovic honored for academics
By Katie Lange
CONTRIBUTOR
The Toreros women's tennis team
started off their season being ranked
number 61 in the ITC rankings, falling
at third in the WCC conference behind
Saint Mary's (37) and Pepperdine
(48) and above Santa Clara (67). The
team welcomed two Freshmen this
year, Columbia DiFilippo of Chile and
Janine Koleta of Slovenia who both
served as major contributors to the
team this season.
Senior captain Anna Depenau
and her doubles partner, Freshman
Columbia DiFilippo marked one of
the major highlights of the season in a
huge 8-2 win over Hawaii's Rainbow
Wahine in early February. The Final
results landed USD at 4-3 over UH.
During the heart of their
season, the Toreros hosted Cal State
Fullerton and almost swept them as
the Sophomore doubles duo, Marta
Stojanovic and Shani B lecher, defeated
the Titans' Morgan Mcintosh and
Camille De Leon in an 8-6 victory. The
final results of the day landed USD at
6-1 over the Cal State Fullerton Titans.
As the season came to a close.
Senior, Anna Depenau of Germany
and Sophomore, Marta Stojanovic of
Serbia were named to the West Coast
Conference's All-Academic Team.
The two standouts, earned some
of the highest GPA's of the entire
conference. Depenau currently holds a
stellar, 3.86 overall GPA as a doublemajor in both Finance and Marketing
while Stojanovic holds a 4.00 GPA
as a Behavioral Neuroscience major.

Stojonovic was also named to the
WCC Commissioner's Honor Roll last
year and it will be Depenau's third time
making the WCC All-Academic Team
for the Toreros.
Both had standout seasons as
Depenau finished at the No. 3 spot
in singles and No. 2 spot in doubles.
Stojanovic played mostly at the No.
1 spot in doubles and the No. 2 spot
in singles throughout the season. Her
overall singles record for the season
was 11-17. Depenau finished with the
highest singles and doubles record this
season at 19-7 and her doubles record
was 12-5. Depenau only recorded one
loss during conference play during a
singles match.
The
Toreros
ended
their
season after they had advanced to
the quarterfinals of the West Coast
Conference Tournament that was
played at the Barnes Tennis Center here
in San Diego. They faced the Santa
Clara Broncos who were currently
12-9 and 5-4 in the conference while
USD was at 10-12 and 4-5 in the WCC.
The Toreros initially lost the first point
in doubles but put up *a strong fight
to win the second point. The Broncos
and Toreros fought hard in a close
battle where Santa Clara came out on
top taking the doubles match in a 4-3
victory.
The Torero's graduate two
seniors after their season-ending loss.
Anna Depenau and Idil Hociraifogul
have made large impact to the Toreros
team. Both will be a tough cut to the
program but the optimism remains
with the younger classes and Freshman
that have given promise to the future
of the program in hopes of a successful
season next year.

Top: Senior Anna Depenau focuses on the ball in a match earlier this season. Bottom:
Marta Stojanovic was one of two players with a 4.0 GPA in the WCC.
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hotos Courtesy oTUSD Athletics

Left: Junior infielder Andrew Daniel communcates with his teammates during a meeting at the mound in a game against St. Mary's. Right: Sophomore pitcherTroy Conyers celebrates at home plate after hitting a home run earlier
this season.

USD Baseball returns to top 25 rankings
Toreros prepare for crucial series at Pepperdine
By Hunter Jameson
SPORTS EDITOR

into the game with a 3-3 record on the
season. St. Mary's took an early lead
on a sacrifice flyout by sophomore
infielder Anthony Villa. USD countered
with a four run inning in the bottom of
the second, which was started by a solo
home run from sophomore shortstop
Kyle Holder.
With a 4-1 lead, a weight was
lifted off of Long's shoulders and
executed his pitches throughout six
solid innings of work. All three facets
of Torero baseball were on display in
this game, as the offense, defense and
pitching stepped up in a crucial victory.
Long gave up two runs in six innings,
while only allowing five hits.
Two juniors, catcher Jesse Jenner
and first baseman Connor Joe each
had a home run. With the home run,
Joe now has a team-high eight on the
season with 47 runs batted in. Senior
pitcher Ryan Brockett had a rough day
on the mound for the Gaels, who didn't
make it through five innings and gave

The USD baseball team took a
huge step toward their goal of winning
the West Coast Conference regular
season championship.The Toreros have
been competing with the Pepperdine
University Waves, Loyola Marymount
Lions and Gonzaga Bulldogs for first
place in the conference.
USD came up with three very
important victories at Fowler Park over
the weekend against the St. Mary's
Gaels, securing a tie for second place
with one weekend series remaining.
The Toreros moved to 33-16 overall
and 15-9 in conference play, which
also catapulted them back into the top
25 rankings.
The series began on Friday with
junior pitcher Lucas Long on the
mound for the Toreros, who came

a 15-6 record in league, meaning that
the Toreros have a chance to win the
regular season championship with two
wins this weekend.
This would clinch a No.l seed in
the conference tournament put them
in a good spot leading into the NCAA
postseason. Pepperdine is currently
ranked No. 22 in the Collegiate
Baseball rankings, while the Toreros
are No. 24. Junior Aaron Brown has
had an outstanding overall season for
the Waves.
At the plate, Brown has nine home
runs and 37 RBIs, while also going 9-1
as a pitcher in just 12 appearances.
These statistics put him among the
nation's best all-around players, but if
the Toreros can shut him down in both
categories, they have a great chance of
winning the series.
The first game of the three-game
series will take place on May 9 at 3
p.m. at Eddy D. Field at Pepperdine
University.

picked up his sixth save on the season
up six runs on 11 hits.
The Gaels came into Saturday's and clinched the series for the Toreros.
Both offenses found a groove in
game a lot more prepared than the
night prior, and the score remained the final game of the series, but the
close throughout the entire game. They Toreros were able to outlast the Gaels
were at a disadvantage before the game to complete the sweep in a 14-9 win.
even started because USD had senior, USD scored seven runs in the fourth
innings, which proved to be too much
pitcher Louie Lechich on the mound.
Lechich has been the team's for the Gaels to overcome.
Eight Toreros had at least one
most consistent pitcher all season and
his efficiency continued. The Torero hit, while Lechich and Jenner lead the
offense was successful in the second way with four hits each. Junior second
inning again, scoring three runs baseman Andrew Daniel went 2-5 and
including a home run by Jenner for had three RBIs on the day. Sophomore
the second consecutive game. Lechich pitcher PJ Conlon started for the
left the game with two outs in the sixth Toreros but Goossen-Brown ended up
inning, but only allowed two earned earning the win, making him 2-2 this
runs.
season.
These three wins were just what
Junior second baseman Darian
Ramage kept the Gael offense rolling the Toreros needed heading into their
with two hits and two RBIs. The Gaels most important series of the season.
cut the deficit to one on a Ramage They travel to Malibu, Calif, on Friday
RBI single, but senior pitcher Josh for a three-game series against the
Pepperdine Waves, who are currently
Goossen-Brown came in for the final
two innings to close out the win. He in first place in the WCC. They have
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Left: USD Rugby defeated the Brown University Bears and West Virginia University Mountaineers in the quarterfinals held at Penn State University. Right:The team lifts up senior Eric Bodnar during a play against West Virginia.

USD Rugby advances to Final Four
Toreros will travel to Stanford University for the Semifinals

By Kevin Karri
CONTRIBUTOR
It has been a season of firsts
for the USD club rugby team. They
were the first team in club history to
go undefeated in conference play,
finishing with a perfect 7-0 record in the
Pacific Gold Coast Rugby Conference.
That win allowed them to become the
first team to advance to the national
tournament. After a stellar performance
at the regional quarterfinals hosted by
Penn State University last weekend,
they became the first team to advance to
the Dl-AA National Rugby semifinals,
which will be held this Saturday, May
10 at Stanford University.
Their unprecedented success has
seemed nothing short of incredible
to the average spectator. However,
as sophomore forward Garrett Saul
explained, the team set high standards
for themselves from the beginning.

"Going into the season, we
only had lost two graduating seniors
while we looted a large freshman
group of players that already had
prior experience, three of whom had
been playing together for four years,"
Saul said. "With this, the large group
of what are now seniors brought the
team together to do something special.
From the start, we set out with the goal
of going to Nationals and we have
achieved at the least, just that."
Saul, along with an extremely
talented group of seniors including
standouts Kevin Eaton, Brendan
Burton, Kuwait Tanoi and captain
Ryan Schott, helped to form a prolific
scoring offense that saw the Toreros
consistently scoring over 40 points. The
high-octane offense was also coupled
with a stifling defense, often holding
opponents to under 20 points and even
sometimes in the single digits.
During the 7-0 conference run,
USD provided many resounding

victories to the tune of 41-7 over
Claremont, 52-0 over University of
California San Diego Tritons, 44-12
over Santa Barbara City College and
48-12 over University of Southern
California Trojans. However, one of
their most outstanding wins came
against Long Beach State in a hardnosed, physical grind that ended in a
score of 12-8, the lowest point total of
the season for USD. The game, which
was the last home conference game
for the seniors, saw three lead changes
in a second half where points were
incredibly hard to come by.
"People who watched [that] game
could feel the intensity and passion
displayed in front of them. The game
was an all-out war, with a halftime score
of 0-0. I had never seen a game with
opponents wanting the win as much as
[that] one," Saul said. "Brothers laying
down lives for one another, no one let
up and we got the W 12-8."
That game undoubtedly set the

tone for the rest of the season, with the
Toreros winning the three games that
followed. They carried that momentum
into the conference tournament with
a 95-15 dismantling of Santa Barbara
City College. Their undefeated season
came to a halt in the conference
championship against the Long Beach
State 49ers. While they were unable to
claim the conference bid, the Toreros
were able to capture one of two at-large
bids into the national tournament.
With it being the first time that
USD qualified for the National Rugby
tournament, the team was not going to
let the expenses of a 2,500 mile trip to
Penn State keep them from achieving
their goals. They created a fundraising
page on gofundme.com asking for
support to send them across the country.
Within days, donations poured in from
alumni and other supporters, totaling
over $20,000.
The
Toreros
used
the
overwhelming support as fuel and

motivation for their game against
Brown University Bears in the first
round of the quarterfinals, resulting
in a 55-28 victory. The inspired play
continued into the round of eight
against a very tough opponent in
West Virginia University, who they
defeated 31-14. Strong performances
from center Tanoi and hooker Burton
highlighted the match, along with
impressive showings from sophomores
Saul, Beau Greiner and Trevor Carlson.
USD will take on the reigning DlAA national champion Central Florida
Saturday at Stanford University. They
are again asking for donations to
help fund this trip through a link that
can be found on their official USD
Rugby Facebook page. They have set
a goal of raising $7,500 and would
appreciate any and all contributions.
Let's help them bring home a National
Championship title to USD!

Forrest gets invite to NCAA Regional Championship
Ml

By Maya Arrieta
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
USD junior Grant Forrest has
been invited to represent the Toreros at
the 2014 NCAA Division I Men's Golf
Championships in the San Antonio
Regional Competition. According
to golfstat.com, Forrest is currently
ranked No. 69 and will compete against
nine of the strongest competitors from
around the West.
The San Antonio Regional
involves the top 16 teams from the
South, Midwest and Southwest, which
includes Southern California. It will
take place from May 15-17 at the
Briggs Ranch Golf Club, which is a
par-72,7,206-yard course.
Forrest will be the only golfer
representing a California university
in the individual competition, with
University of California Los Angeles
being the only team participant from
the state. Most of his competitors are
from schools in Texas and Louisiana,
with one from University of Arizona
and one from the U.S. Military
Academy.
The competition is one of six 54hole tournaments across the country
that will determine which teams
and individuals will advance to the
finals, which are held May 23-28 in
Hutchinson, Kan. The championships
will be held at Prairie Dunes Country
Club, and are hosted by Wichita State
University.
"I'm happy to be selected for the
NCAA regionals, but it's obviously
disappointing that we didn't make it
as a team," Forrest said. "I feel like
we played a lot better than our end of
season ranking suggests."
This will be the first time in
seven years that the Toreros have,
not gotten a bid to compete in the
NCAA Championships. According
to head coach Cory Scoggin, the
team's performance in a September
tournament was a major setback that
contributed to the team's lower ranking
at the end of the season, even though
he believed this year's ream to be
even better than the last. Despite the
frustration that accompanied ending
the season without a shot at the title,
the team saw a lot of good players
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Junior golf team member Grant Forrest tees off in a competition earlier this season. Forrest, who has received several conference recognitions this year, was most recently selected
to compete in the NCAA Regional Competition, which could lead to a chance to compete in the NCAA Championships.

make significant strides forward. Invitational and Redhawk Invitational.
Forrest believes the team has the ability The Redhawk Invitational was where
to make it to the national championship Forrest recorded his season low of 63
next year.
in the opening round.
Scoggin, who has been involved
Forrest has been key in bringing
with the golf program for seven years home several notable titles to the
and head coach for three, says Forrest USD golf program. He won the 2013
has already made a large positive West Coast Conference individual
impact on USD's team.
championship by scoring 74-67-69
"From one respect the team's and finishing 6-under par at 210. This
success has a lot to do with his year, he tied with teammate sophomore
individual performance, but alio from Alex Chiarella for eighth overall with
the standpoint of leadership and setting a 2-over total of 218. The Toreros
a good example," Scoggin said. "He's finished in eighth place in the team
definitely by far one of the hardest competition.
workers on the team and he sees results
His impressive record earned him
from that. It helps other guys see that designation as WCC Player of the Year
and promotes them to work harder."
' for 2014, a title Forrest can add to the
Forrest has been playing golf slew of awards he has received this
since he was five years old, when he season. He was also named to the 2013began tagging along with his father to 2014 First Team All-Conference. This
the driving range.
was his third year in a row receiving
Forrest holds the team's best First Team honors.
scoring average this season at 71, and
Chiarella was the sole other
has recorded the most wins in the top Torero to get a nod, receiving AI1-WCC
five and top 10. He finished first overall Honorable Mention. For the month of
in three of the team's 12 tournaments April, he was named Amateur Star of
this season: the Farms Collegiate the Month by the San Diego Hall of
Invitational, Saint Mary's College Champions and WCC Golfer of the

Month.
Forrest has enjoyed incredible
success not only as a part of the
Torero team, but also in individual
competition this season. Separate from
USD, he has pursued a career as an
amateur golfer with hopes of playing
the game professionally. He said that
his eventual goal would be to compete
in and win a major championship some
day.
Scoggin
describes
Forrest's
professional pursuits as going hand-inhand with his collegiate career.
"He knows what he wants; he
knows he wants to win and that it takes
a lot of hard work to get where he wants
to be," Scoggin said. "He has goals
and aspirations of playing professional
golf and know the sacrifices he needs
to make to get there. There's a certain
level of dedication needed to the golf
game and he does that."
A native of Scotland, Forrest
was chosen by committee selection to
the prestigious European Palmer Cup
team. The Palmer Cup is a collegiate
Ryder Cup-style competition between
American and European teams whose

members are selected by a combination
of rankings, committee selection and
coaches' picks. Another highlight of
his golf career came last year, when
Forrest qualified as a sophomore to
compete in the 2013 British Open
Championship, which is held just a few
minutes from his hometown.
"All of these experiences are
what builds you as both a person and
as a golfer. Making the British open
last year meant a lot to me because it
gave me the opportunity to compete
on one of the biggest stages in the
game," Forrest said. "I'm very excited
to play in an event as prestigious as the
Palmer Cup, too. I love playing as part
of a team and playing with and against
some of the best college players is
going to be great fun."
At the time of his selection, Forrest
was ranked No. 55 nationally. He will
be USD's first golfer to ever compete
in the Palmer Cup competition, which
will be held in Surrey, England at the
end of June.
"He is a true competitor," Scoggin
said. "He's all around a good kid and a
great part of our team."

